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BOARD MEETING SCHEDULE
January 21st (Willy West)
February 18th (Willy East)
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CUSTOMER COMMENTS
Write us!

We welcome your comments
and give each one attention
and serious consideration.
Send them to customer.comments@willystreet.coop or fill
out a Customer Comment form
in the Owner Resources area.
Each month a small selection is
printed in the Reader. The rest
can be found in the commons
or in the binder near Customer
Service. thank you!

NEED BETTER SIGNAGE
Q: The soup price change needs
better signage. A soup with minimal
solids was $14 when it used to be
$8. The cashier’s explanation was
frustrating. They stated the info was
posted on FB. They stated it was to
cover the cost of produce but produce has not increased x2. NEED
BETTER SIGNAGE.
A: I apologize for your frustration.
We have added two more signs to
the soup area explaining the change.
–Gina Jimenez-Lalor, Deli Manager–
East

LARGER SCOOPS
Q: Get larger scoops for rolled
oats. Too easy to make a mess.
A; Thank you for your comment. I
am happy to report we will be replacing all the big bin scoops with large
aluminum scoops. -Jim Green-Bulk
Buyer–East

SHELLED PISTACHIOS
Q: Please restock shelled pistachios. These are delicious in
salad, but indispensible in Brussels
sprouts. I eat a lot of them. Thanks.
A: Thank you for your request. I
would like to comply with your request, but my supplier is currently out
of stock and is having difficulty getting them. Rest assured I will sell them
again as soon as I get them in again.
Thanks, Jim Green Bulk Buyer–East

H2O BOTTLENECK
Q: Hi. If the h2o dispenser could
be moved to a diff location. It creates a bottleneck of people getting
bulk coffee and when people round
the corner from bakery/coffee. Any
other location would be helpful.
Thxs!
A: We are planning a solution to
this in our remodel. There should be
a lot more room for people to move
around in this area once we’ve fin-

ished our remodel effort. Thank you!
–Dan Frost, Store Manager–East

CHOKING FUMES
Q: Almost every time I come
here there is someone’s car parked
in the stalls adjacent to the bike
racks, idling the car emitting choking fumes as I lock my bike. The best
solution, of course, would be $15/gal
gas. As an interim could you post a
“no idling” sign at the dirty transportation spaces nearest the clean
transportation parking. Thank you.
A: Thanks for the suggestion. We
will review the placement of the signs
we do have posted already to ensure
we have one near each bike rack. –Dan
Frost, Store Manager–East

REFRIGERATED OLIVE OIL
Q: I bought some olive oil elsewhere in town and put it in the
refrigerator. It stays liquid, whereas
the Spectrum I buy here solidifies,
and I have to thaw it out to use it. I
wonder which is the true extra virgin and if the stuff I bought on sale
at the other store is even olive oil.
It would be good to know for other
customers.
A; To the best of my knowledge,
olive oil should solidify when chilled.
This is my experience with all brands
I’ve had that have been refrigerated.
Could your bottle that didn’t solidify
be a blend? –Alex Risch, Assistant
Grocery Manager–East

PRODUCT SELECTION
INQUIRY
Q: Just wondering why we sell
things like Sierra Mist & Gatorade
even though this is a “Natural Foods
Store?” That stuff is toxic… -Thx
A: Good question. You are
definitely correct that we carry Lemon
Lime Gatorade and Sierra Mist, both
of which are Pepsico products and
contain controversial ingredients.
You are bringing up a question that
Co-op staff wrestles with every single
day: how can we reconcile our own
individual product philosophies with
the 31,000 different personal product
philosophies that also have a seat at
the table? We have an obligation to be
upfront and transparent about all the
products we carry so that Owners have
the best information available when it
comes to personal product selection.
We also have an obligation to carry
products that Owners want, which is
how we end up with some products
that seem to go against the grain. I
am very glad that you, and others like
you, ask these questions because this
gives us an opportunity to consider
and reconsider the products we opt

to sell or not sell. I have forwarded
your comment to our buyers so that
they can continue to make those
considerations with your question in
mind. Our product philosophy is a living philosophy that grows and changes over time thanks to years of solid
feedback and questioning and it is my
hope that we continue to get questions like these to continue making
that collective philosophy stronger.
-Kirsten Moore, Director of Cooperative Services

SOAP SUGGESTION
Q: I saw a Customer Comment
on the wall saying that they want
cheaper hand soap. The Everyday
Shea Soap by Alaffia is $6.00 but
it lasted my LARGE household a
long time! At least a month and a
half. That’s about a dollar a week!
I recommend it highly! Also, their
profits support gender equality in
Africa. Well worth the $6.00!
A: Thanks for the suggestion!
It’s wonderful for customers to share
their favorite products with each other.
Thanks again, Liz Hawley, Cooperative Services Assistant

!!!!!!!
Q: Long time reader, first time
writer. Do the Co-op customer comment writers really use all of those
exclamation points or is there a
little editorial license occurring???
Thanks!!!!
A: Thanks for your comment.
It’s true that many folks use multiple
exclamation points. I assure you no
editorial license has been taken when
transcribing our Customer Comments!!!!!!! –Liz Wermcrantz, Editor

STOP THE CHEESE
Q: All deli offerings have too
much cheese in them to purchase.
Stop.
A: Thanks for writing in. We do
love to feature Wisconsin cheese in
our foods, it is a fact—but we also always offer a range of non-dairy foods
in our Delis. If you speak with the
counter staff at either Deli, they can
help suggest some items fitting your
taste that don’t contain cheese. Thanks,
Josh Perkins, Prepared Foods Director

Community Reinvestment Fund (CRF) Grants Available
Willy Street Co-op Seeks 3 Owners to Serve on Grant Committee.
Cooperative Principle #7: “Concern for the Community” motivates the CRF. Since
1992, the Co-op has awarded over $283,000 in grants to local, nonprofit groups
that support a diverse array of projects in the areas of food, nutrition/well
being, sustainable agriculture, cooperative education, and social change. Grant
applications and further details can be downloaded from www.willystreet.coop/
CRF. The deadline for applications is February 28, 2014.
The Co-op seeks three (3) Co-op Owners-At-Large to serve on the CRF grant
committee. These candidates will be selected to represent Owners who are
not currently board members or staff, and to ensure Ownership is as diversely
represented as possible. Ideal candidates have a background in the topic areas
the fund supports.
Please email k.moore@willystreet.coop no later than January 17, 2014, with
brief resume details and information about your interest and qualifications to
serve.

Applications accepted January 2nd
through February 28th, 2014.
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Business Matters
HAPPy nEW
YEAR EVERYONE!
2014 has officially arrived.
Before looking
ahead at what this
month will bring,
by Anya
I want to take
firszt,
a moment and
General
reflect on a few of
Manager
this organization’s
many achievements over the past
twelve months.
1221 REMODEL EXPENDITURE
Owners approved up to $4 million
for a remodel of Willy East this year.
After months of careful planning,
construction is well and truly underway for this much needed upgrade to
our facilities.
PAPERLESS READER
Some of you may be reading this
on your computer, tablet or other electronic device since we offered you the
chance to opt out of paper newsletter
copies in 2013!
FEED KITCHENS PARTNERSHIP
Our cooperative community
donated over $30,000 to the FEED
Kitchens project last year, and we
look forward to developing further
partnerships moving forward.
BOND REPAYMENT
We returned $258,400 to Willy
West bondholders—thank you again
for your faith in and support of our
very successful expansion three years
ago!
ZEro WAStE AnnuAl MEEtInG &
PARTY (AMP)
For the first time ever, in partnership with Paolo Verde Waste
Planning, City of Madison, and the
Wil-Mar Neighborhood Center the
Co-op staged a zero-waste AMP! The
total waste produced during the dinner
party was 1,198 lbs; of that amount
1,040 lbs (86%) was compostable,
101 lbs (8%) was recyclable, and only
57 lbs (6%) was landfill trash.

OPEN BOOK MANAGEMENT
AND GOOGLE APPS
This fall we implemented two
significant operational changes here
at Willy Street Co-op. We began
practicing Open Book Management
(read more about that here: openbookmanagement.com/) and migrated
to Google Apps for Business. Both
have facilitated greater collaboration
between staff as well as operational
efficiencies.
COMPOSTING
In October both retail locations
began composting pre-consumer
waste in the produce and deli departments.

WHAt to ExPEct At tHE
StArt of 2014
2014 looks to be a year of big
changes and exciting work here at the
Willy Street Co-op. To kick it off,
here are some top-level items happening this month.
WIlly EASt rEModEl
Interior remodel work is underway
at this point, beginning the period of
construction that will be most keenly
felt by shoppers and staff. The Community Room will be unavailable until April, and as departments undergo
remodeling there will be changes to
the placement of product around the
store. Please bear with us as we move
through this phase of construction,
and keep an eye on the website for
more detailed updates. We will do
our best to give you the best shopping
experience possible, and look forward
to unveiling updated sections as they
are completed!
TEMPORARY OFFICE SPACE
As the remodel continues, staff
with offices and desks at Willy East
will be relocated across the street to
1222 Williamson Street (formerly
Blues Hair Studio). This space gives
us the proximity and flexibility our
staff need during this project.
REDUCED CENTER STORE
The remodeled Willy East will

SPECIAL STORE HOURS
tuesday, december 31st: Regular hours
(7:30am–9:30pm)
Wednesday, January 1st: Closed
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also contain a smaller grocery and
wellness section as the perimeter
(meat, deli, etc.) grows in size. In
preparation for that shift, we are
cutting slow-selling product in both
of these departments. We are reviewing the last 52 weeks of sales data to
make these decisions. These slowsellers represent opportunities to free
up space. After we go through all of
the aisles, we will swing back to review anything that is still in question,
or that has been heavily requested
since it sold out and was removed.
The products that have been cut due
to slow sales can be special ordered
by the case.
PATRONAGE!
The Willy Street Co-op Board
of Directors has approved a patronage refund for Fiscal Year 2013 to
Owners; a portion of which will be
distributed to those eligible through
a credit at the registers. Expect to see
credits at the register starting January 27th. For more information read
David Waisman’s article on 21 page
of the Reader. He is also available for

questions at d.waisman@willystreet.
coop.
THIRD SITE TASK FORCE
The Third Site Criteria Committee
is getting closer to making a recommendation for a third retail site to the
Board. We are excited about many
of the possibilities for our Co-op to
grow, and will share more details with
you as they become available.
ANNUAL REPORT
The FY13 Annual Report is being
sent to all Owners. Take a look at
what you and your Co-op did over the
past year. It’s an inspiring read!
NO MORE MADISON HOURS
As of December 24th, Willy Street
Co-op will no longer accept Madison
Hours. As of January 1st, Madison
Hours will no longer have a dollar
equivalency. Instead it will be equivalent to One Hour of Time and exist
under the Dane County Time Bank’s
management. We are supportive of
Dane County Time Bank and efforts
to create a mutual credit system that
could be used by businesses.

BOARD REPORT

Strategic Planning
HAPPy nEW
YEAR!

by Mike
Engel, board
Member

The holiday
season gave me
the opportunity to
celebrate with way
too much food. I
feel fortunate that
most of it was locally produced and
sustainable. The Coop helps me make
better food choices
for everyday eating

and celebrations.
Just as the holiday season inspires
each of us to give thanks, reflect, and
think to the future, the Co-op does the
same. Our Board of Directors is thinking beyond an annual resolution. We
are working with the Co-op staff and a
consultant to develop a strategic plan
for the next three to five years. The
plan will be full of resolutions.

nEW VEnturES
You might be surprised to know
that Willy Street Co-op is approached
almost daily to participate in new
ventures. Entrepreneurs, landlords,
realtors, etc. are eager to bring the
magic of the Co-op to their projects.

The Board’s job is to speak for you
and all the other Owners. We provide
the staff guiding principles that they
can use to vet these exciting opportunities. Past examples of this kind of
collaboration include the opening of
our Production Kitchen, Willy West,
and our current remodel of Willy East.

WIlly EASt rEModEl
The remodel of Willy East is
hopefully going smoothly and will
ultimately lead to a better experience
for you. The remodel is the last step
in the Co-op’s current strategic plan.
Willy East has been at its current
location since 2000. The previous
much smaller location was across the
street in what is now the Social Justice
Center. At the time of the move, the
new location seemed so large. Our
fantastic Owners showed us that with
a bigger and better store they would
buy more and tell their friends. Did
you know we are one of the largest
grocery cooperatives in the United
States? Quicker than anyone anticipated, Willy East was feeling a little
cramped and worn.

looKInG forWArd
In 2014, we want to be thankful

for our past success. We also need to
think about how we can best benefit
our Owners in the near and more distant future. We want to progressively
dream the future of healthy local sustainable food. So before Willy West is
feeling cramped or worn, we need to
think and plan ahead.
Thinking strategically forward is
a challenge. Your Board of Directors
will work hard to thoroughly discuss
with you how to shape Willy Street
Co-op into the best resource. The
value of growth and what it could
like will be discussed. We know
many Owners are leery of growth.
Other Owners plead with us to open
a location closer to them so that local, healthy sustainable food is more
accessible. Owners are the number
one focus. We will also discuss how
to make our Ownership more inclusive. How we can make healthy
food choices more available to those
in food deserts or with smaller food
budgets. We will have challenging
conversations. I resolve that they will
be worth it!

STRATEGIC PLAN &
ROAD MAP
You will read and hear more about
this process in the coming months.
Our goal is to have a strategic plan
and road map for implementation
for the Annual Meeting and Party in
July. This will bring us yet another
to reason to celebrate with delicious
sustainable food.
We welcome feedback. Email your
Board at board@willystreet.coop
all-board@willystreet.coop (includes
the General Manager and Executive
Assistant).

Weekly Willy East
remodel updates
posted at willystreet.
coop/remodel, on
facebook and on
Twitter.

Willy west class calendar
N
CALE

DA R

For all classes, the cost for Owners is $15, and $25 for all others, unless otherwise
noted. Payment is required at registration; please register by stopping at the Willy
West Customer Service desk, or by calling 608.284.7800. For more information
about individual activities and classes, see w i l l y s t r e e t . c o o p / c a l e n d a r .

CALEN

DA R

Refund Policy: If we must cancel a class for any reason, we will contact you and
refund your tuition. If you must cancel your reservation for a class, notify us at
least three days in advance for a full refund. There will be no refund less than
three days prior to a class.

While Willy East undergoes a remodel, Willy East’s community room
will not be hosting classes and lectures. However, we are taking that
time to re-evaluate our classes, and we are planning to introduce new
class formats and offerings upon the remodel's completion! Please
send class and lecture ideas to dawn Matlak at d.matlak@willystreet.
coop.

GREEN THURSDAY
Thursday, January 2nd, 7:00pm9:00pm. Roger Ebert described this
week’s film as, “A remarkable documentary that’s also one of the most
beautiful nature films I’ve seen.”
Queen of the Sun juxtaposes the catastrophic disappearance of bees with
the mysterious world of the beehive.
Featuring Michael Pollan, Gunther
Hauk and Vandana Shiva, Queen of
the Sun reveals both the problems behind the global bee crisis and the solutions in renewing a culture in balance
with nature. Sponsors include the City
of Middleton Sustainability Committee and Willy West. Free refreshments
provided. Visit www.tnsmonona.org
for more information. Free for everyone.

rocKIn’ rESolutIonS
Tuesday, January 7th, 6:00pm8:00pm. Start your New Year off with
instructor Kirsty Blattner and smart
goal-setting strategies. Participants
will be provided with tools to make
effective and realistic health and wellbeing goals. They will also receive
organic, delicious juice to super power
their brains! All participants will leave
with their own personal goal-setting
workbook, energizing juice recipes,
and a list of relevant resources.

nEW yEAr, nEW you

your new year or just trying to incorporate more fruits and vegetables into
your diet? Juicing and green smoothies are great options! Join Vegan and
Raw Foods Chef Kristie Chijimatsu
in the kitchen for this hands-on class
and learn how to use ingredients such
as apples, blueberries, lemons, ginger, and kale to create delicious and
healthy fruit and vegetable juices and
green smoothies. In addition to learning fun and simple recipes, we will
discuss the health benefits of fresh
juices and green smoothies, the difference between juices and smoothies,
various equipment and tools needed
to make your drinks, and helpful tips
and tricks to making juices and green
smoothies a staple in your life. This
class is vegan, raw, gluten-free and
refined sugar-free.

KIDS IN THE KITCHEN:
WIntEr PIZZA And
CUPCAKE PARTY

4:00pm-5:30pm. Join instructor Lily
Kilfoy in this cooking class for kids
ages 5-8. Lily gets kids cooking in the
kitchen at a young age and introduces
them to unfamiliar foods through
delectable dishes and themes, all while
having a hands-on fun time! Kids will
have a blast as they prepare fresh fillings, homemade tomato sauce, grate
cheese, and hand-stretch dough to create their own pizzas. Participants will
also make carrot cupcakes for dessert.
The cost for children of Owners is $10
and $20 for all others.

KIDS IN THE KITCHEN:
WIntEr PIZZA And
CUPCAKE PARTY
Wednesday, January 22nd,
4:00pm-5:30pm. Join instructor Lily
Kilfoy in this cooking class for kids
ages 9-13. Kids will have a blast as
they prepare fresh fillings, homemade tomato sauce, grate cheese and
hand-stretch dough to create their own
pizzas. Participants will also make
carrot cupcakes for dessert. The cost
for children of Owners is $10 and $20
for all others.

PlAnt-bASEd MEAlS
Thursday, January 16th, 6:00pm8:00pm. Do you have a resolution to
make dinner, but have little time to
cook? Here is a chance to learn from
Chef Paul Tseng and to cook food
that is totally plant-based and simple
to prepare. A vegetarian diet is a way
continued next page…

Wednesday, January 15th,

Information

The Willy Street Co-op Community Rooms are available to you! The
Community Rooms are available for gallery space, private rentals, and
public functions and classes. If you would like to submit a class proposal, rent the room, or show your artwork in the gallery space, please
contact Dawn Matlak at (608) 251-6776 or d.matlak@willystreet.coop.
For more information, see willystreet.coop/calendar.

Thursday, January 9th, 6:00pm8:00pm. Looking for a healthy start to
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to take care of our body and our soul.
Generous tastings and detailed recipes
will be provided.

KITCHEN BOOTCAMP:
boIlInG WAtEr
Friday, January 17th, 6:00pm8:00pm. Is 2014 the year you’ve
vowed to yourself you’re going to
learn to cook? Jennifer Jones of Inspired Food is a self-taught chef who
isn’t afraid to share her cooking disasters and lessons learned amid smoking
grease fires and salt-substituted-forsugar chocolate chip cookies. This
class focuses on the basics: measuring,
knife skills, kitchen gadgets and their
uses—all of the essential information
you know you should know, but don’t.
This hands-on class will be judgmentfree and fun, too.

GREEN SMOOTHIES:
PoWEr of tHE GrEEnS
Sunday, January 19th, 2:00pm4:00pm. Energize and alkalize your
body with greens! Discover the amazing potential health benefits of adding
just one green drink to your daily diet.
Certified Nutrition Educator and author Hallie Klecker will discuss how
to create delicious green smoothies
with fresh produce and will blend up
several of her favorite recipes for you
to enjoy. Come ready to party with the
produce!

NO SECRET TO SAVINGS:
UNDERSTANDING THE
BULK AISLE
Thursday, January 23rd, 6:00pm8:00pm. Join Willy Street Co-op staff
member Dawn Matlak in a discussion and tour of the not-so-secret bulk
aisle, and how to utilize it to save
money. We’ll be sharing tips on how
to shop on a budget, including time-

saving cooking ideas, as well as nutritional information to ensure selection
of the highest quality products. This
class is free for Owners and $5 for all
others.

LACTOFERMENTED
SAUERKAUT
Sunday, January 26th, 1:00pm3:00pm. Join Mary Eberle of First
Step Renew, in this hands-on class in
making lactofermented sauerkraut.
Lactofermented foods provide good
bacteria, otherwise known as probiotics, that have many health benefits,
including helping to fight infections,
providing vitamins and other nutrients, and aiding in digestion. Class
participants will receive a started jar
of sauerkraut and recipes.

EATING CLEAN
Monday, January 27th, 6:00pm8:00pm. If one of your New Year’s
resolutions is to clean up your diet
and eat well, this class is for you!
Join Hallie Klecker, Certified Nutrition Educator and cookbook author,
to learn what foods support a healthy
metabolism, how to prepare a variety
of nutritious and figure-friendly recipes, and how to eat clean without sacrificing great flavor. Participants will
receive set of lean and clean recipes to
kickstart their healthy eating plan, all
of which are free of gluten, dairy, soy,
and refined sugar. It’s a new year, so
get ready for a new you!

rAW VEGAn dESSErtS
Tuesday, January 28th, 6:008:00pm. Join instructor Cara Moseley
as she teaches you basic raw vegan
food preparation and demonstrates
the equipment needed to dive into the
world of raw desserts. We will look at
the various critical raw food ingredi-

SPECIAL STORE HOURS
tuesday, december 31st: regular hours (7:30am–9:30pm)
Wednesday, January 1st: Closed

Free Your Back

A Feldenkrais® Awareness
Through Movement® Workshop
with Sandy River, 25 year Guild Certified
Feldenkrais Practitionercm
Back pain? Stiff joints? Tight Muscles? Poor posture? Learn to release tension & pain
and replace inefficient, ineffective habits through gently exploring new options.
Experience moving with more ease, coordination, comfort, and freedom.

ents around the store and discuss their
uses, and the dos and don’ts of raw
dessert making. We will also make
a couple of different styles of desserts and do some tasting. Students
will leave class with several ideas and
recipes and knowledge of raw food
etiquette to start creating divine desserts.

GlutEn-frEE ArtISAnAl
crAcKErS, cornbrEAd,
AND BISCUITS
Sunday, February 2nd, 1:00pm3:00pm. In this hands-on class, join
Mary Eberle of First Step Renew, LLC
in making homemade artisanal glutenfree crackers, cornbread, and biscuits.
The end result is gluten-free treats that
are great accompaniments to many
dishes and also make filling snacks.

rAW cHocolAtES:
THE ULTIMATE GIFT
Tuesday, February 4th, 6:00pm8:00pm. Love is in the air! Show how
much you care with the gift of chocolate. Join vegan and raw foods chef
Kristie Chijimatsu as she guides you
through how to work with raw chocolate in order to create delicious truffles
and chocolate bars. You will learn the
difference between raw chocolate and
“traditional” chocolate, the basics of
raw chocolate ingredients, and how to
work with these ingredients to create
not only delicious, but nutritious, raw
chocolate delights. This class is vegan,
raw, gluten-free and refined sugarfree.

KIDS IN THE KITCHEN:
COOL CALZONES
Wednesday, February 5th,
4:00pm-5:30pm. Join instructor Lily
Kilfoy in this cooking class for kids
ages 5-8. Lily gets kids cooking in the
kitchen at a young age and introduces
them to unfamiliar foods through
delectable dishes and themes, all while
having a hands-on fun time! Calzones
are Italian folded pizzas that can be
filled with endless delicious ingredi-

ents. Participants will prepare fresh
fillings, homemade tomato sauce, and
hand stretch dough to create their own
calzone. This class is $10 for kids of
Owners and $20 for all others.

KIDS IN THE KITCHEN:
INCREDIBLE ITALIAN
Friday, February 21st, 4:00pm5:30pm. Join instructor Lily Kilfoy in
this cooking class for kids ages 9-13.
Lily gets kids cooking in the kitchen
and introduces them to unfamiliar
foods through delectable dishes and
themes, all while having a hands-on
fun time! In this class participants will
prepare a delicious three course Italian
dinner. Recipes will include an Italian salad with homemade vinaigrette
dressing and garlic bread, personal
baked pasta, and ricotta cheesecake
cupcakes. This class is $10 for kids of
Owners and $20 for all others.

SAVORY CHOCOLATE
DISHES
Monday, February 10th, 6:00pm8:00pm. Join Jennifer Jones of Inspired Foods as she demonstrates a
variety of savory chocolate recipes.
From chocolate-encrusted steak to
Mexican chicken mole to chocolateinfused chili, Jennifer will show you
recipes that are outside of the box of
chocolates!

LOVE YOUR HEART
Tuesday, February 11th, 6:00pm8:00pm. Heart healthy eating has
never been more flavorful! If you’re
looking to keep your ticker in tip top
shape, join Hallie Klecker, cookbook
author and Certified Nutrition Educator, in this fun and informative class.
You’ll learn how to eat for optimal
heart health without sacrificing mouthwatering taste. On the menu: Banana
Nut Milkshake, Shredded Beet &
Balsamic Kale Salad, Maple Mustard Salmon, Super Healthy “French
Fries,” and Orange Cranberry Truffles.
All recipes are free of gluten, dairy,
soy, and refined sugar.

"Our family LOVED working with the Alvarado Group. As exhausting and frustrating
as buying and selling a home can be, everyone at the Alvarado Group actually
made the process enjoyable and rewarding! We truly felt supported from listing
to closing and highly recommend the Alvarado Group to anyone looking for an
invested and caring real estate partner!" – Sara Finger-Warmuth

WORKSHOP: Sat. Feb. 1, 2014, 10am - 1pm k $45
SPRING CLASSES: 8 Mondays, Feb. 3 - Apr. 14, 2014 (No class Mar. 3, 10, 17)
7:15 - 8:30pm k $120 for all classes or $18 /class
Free introductory video precedes first class at 6:45pm on Feb. 3
Drop-ins welcome. Prior experience not necessary.
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Goodman Community Center 149 Waubesa St.
608-241-7635 to register (and all inquiries/appointments)

TheAlvaradoGroup.com | 608.251.6600

Private Functional Integration® lessons at 2158 Atwood Ave.
For more info: bodywisdomforeveryone.com k feldenkrais.com

Independent, local and family owned brokerage since 2006
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1914 Monroe St. | info@thealvaradogroup.com
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Excess Stress

O

n its
way to
shortening your
life span, excess
stress can make
your belly bigger,
by Tim
your brain smaller,
and life less enjoyruddy,
able. A little bit of
Wellness
stress can be benefiStaff
cial, and even fun;
however, chronically inhabiting a
misguided fight-orflight neurological state shuts down
many of the body’s maintenance and
repair systems.
There is no replacement for lifestyle changes and more healthful habits. However, nutritional and herbal
supplements can offer some immediate symptomatic relief and assist in reducing the long-term negative effects
of stress on our bodies and minds.
It is far above my pay-grade to
recommend or prescribe any supplement. While this list is not a complete
offering of what is available, hopefully these overviews can highlight
possibilities for your own research
and consultation with your healthcare
provider. This article is not intended
to be medical advice.

GABA
Most of one’s supply of this
neurotransmitter is manufactured
within the brain. Inhibitory in nature,
GABA quite literally calms the brain
down. People with insomnia, epilepsy,
anxiety and other brain disorders may
not maintain high enough levels of
GABA.

Valium, alcohol, and cannabis, all
work in part by manipulating GABA
levels, or its effectiveness. The mechanism by which supplemental GABA
acts is not completely understood,
but it appears that it may work to
lower anxiety levels, improve mood,
and lessen premenstrual symptoms
without actually crossing the blood/
brain barrier.
Most GABA supplements are
synthesized in the laboratory, however the Natural Factors brand PharmaGABA is cultured from Lactobacillus
hilgardii, the same bacterium used
to make the fermented food kimchi.
Eating unpasteurized fermented foods
like kimchi, kefir, miso and sauerkraut can also offer one an external
supply of GABA. Additionally, those
Lacto bacteria can take up residence
in the gut, continuing to positively
affect brain function.

l-tHEAnInE
Naturally occurring L-theanine
is almost exclusively found in tea
plants, composing 1% to 2% of
their dried weight. L-theanine can
increase the brain’s levels of GABA
and dopamine, promotes restful sleep
when taken at bedtime, and can assist in stimulating alpha brain waves
like those brought on by meditation,
without causing drowsiness. Taken
in conjunction with caffeine, Ltheanine limits its stimulating effects,
while improving mental acuity and
working memory. In chewable form,
L-theanine can take effect as rapidly
as in five minutes and last for 8 to 10
hours. The FDA classifies L-theanine
as a GRAS (generally recognized as
safe) ingredient.

Considered one the most important Ayurvedic herbs, tulsi is also my
personal favorite. I often begin and
end my day with tulsi tea, popping a
couple New Chapter extract capsules
when the going gets tough. A tonic,
anti-inflammatory, and adaptogenic
herb, tulsi may decrease the production of the stress hormone cortisol,
and can also lower blood sugar. Taken
as a capsule, tincture, or tea, some of
tulsi’s effects can be felt immediately,
while others tend to become more
apparent after regular use. Those who
find the relaxing qualities of tulsi to
border drowsiness may enjoy one of
the many tulsi/green tea combinations
available in tea bags from Organic
India, or available in bulk from the
Wellness department.

ASHWAGAndHA
Another herbal adaptogen, ashwagandha has been found to lower levels
of cortisol in humans, and in animal
studies promoted the reconstruction of
damaged nerve cells and synapses, reducing stress-imposed neural damage
by as much as 80%. Research continues into the possible long-term protection from, and reversal of, degenerative brain disorders like Alzheimer’s
and dementia.

OMEGA OILS
The long-chain omega-3 fatty
acids DHA and EPA are critical in
normal brain function, taking an
important role in the composition of
nerve cell membranes. Low levels of
these fatty acids have been associated
with anxiety, ADD, and depression.
The most concentrated source of DHA
and EPA available from the Co-op is
the Willy Street Co-op Omega Once
Daily, an omega supplement molecularly distilled from Peruvian sardines
and anchovies.
An option that is closer to a
“whole food” is the salmon oil from
New Chapter. It provides not only the
essential DHA and EPA, but also 15

other omega oils in their ratios naturally found in salmon. Processed at
low temperatures and stabilized with
extracts of oregano and rosemary, this
oil’s vitamin D content is also preserved.
The oils of walnuts, hemp seeds
and flax seeds also help boost levels
of essential fatty acids. They supply
ALA, which the body can partially
convert to DHA and EPA.

MEDICINAL MUSHROOMS
One of the dangerous effects
excess stress is reduced immunity.
When one’s fight or flight response is
engaged, the body diverts resources
from this non-immediately-essential
function. Genetically, humans are
closer to mushrooms than any other
kingdom, and share the risk of infection from many of the same microbes.
To protect themselves, mushrooms
produce a wide array of antibiotics. Humans can benefit from these
antimicrobial agents, especially when
many different mushrooms are combined, as each species targets different
microbes. The Host Defense Stamets
7 formula contains an equal measure
of reishi, maitake, cordyceps, royal
sun blazei, lion’s mane, chaga, and
mesima mushrooms, and may work to
support general immunity.
The Host Defense brand was
founded by renowned mycologist
Paul Stamets. Their methods regularly return to nature to renew the
genetics of their sustainably grown
myco-medicine. In addition to human medicine, Stamets has pioneered
mushroom-based bioremediation
techniques that can quickly transmute
toxic wasteland into fertile soil. Using
fungi’s ability to break down carbon/
hydrogen bonds, they can neutralize
many petroleum and chemical pollutants. His TED talk video, “Six Ways
Mushrooms Can Save the World,” is
continued next page…

Success • Confidence • Motivation
Family Music Classes for
Children Ages Birth–Kindergarten
Study Skills
Reading
Writing
Spelling
Phonics

Math
SAT
PSAT
Science
ACT
Call to sign up for a FREE sample class!

Middleton
6661 University Avenue
274-4446

Monona

Sun Prairie

400 Interlake Drive
223-1953

2540 Ironwood Drive
249-2556

huntingtonlearning.com
“Your Tutoring Solution”

• Oregon • Happy Bambino •
• New Atwood Neighborhood Location! •

(608) 334-2795
www.famjammusictogether.com
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an eye-opening primer to his research.

WorK At A co-oP
While reading up on the science of
stress, I was reminded of two longterm scientific studies on socially
stratified groups. Stanford University
neurobiologist Robert Sapolsky’s
study of a troop of baboons, and the
Whitehall study, which followed
18,000 British civil servants. Each
study found levels of stress hormone,
and stress-related diseases to be reflec-

tive of an individual’s rank within the
group. The further down the hierarchical hill, the more stuff rolled at them,
and the less control they had over their
situation. Those near the bottom were
left overweight, sick, and stressed-out.
I wonder if the cooperative model, and
its focus on participatory management
might help to mitigate the effects of
rank-based stress. So far, I believe the
anecdotal information points to yes!
Thank you, dear reader, for supporting
that ongoing experiment!

cooPErAtIVE SErVIcES nEWS

How an International Trade
Agreement Could Affect the
Buy Local Movement and
Sustainable Agriculture

L

ast June,
United States
President
Barack
Obama, European
Commission President Jose Manuel
Barroso, and European Council President Herman Van
by Kirsten
Rompuy announced
Moore,
that the U.S. and
Director of
the European Union
Cooperative began negotiating a
Services
Transatlantic Trade
and Investment
Partnership (TTIP).
Various sources
indicate that this free trade agreement
would become the largest trade agreement ever established, as the U.S. and
EU account for about one-third of trade
globally. The agreement is intended to
stimulate fragile markets and increase
job creation in both regions. The U.S.
and the EU had hopes to complete the
agreement by year-end, however, navi-

gating the wide variety of conflicting
regulatory styles between the U.S. and
the EU has proven more complicated
than the timetable allowed. For those
who have never heard of the TTIP—
which seems to be many people as the
agreement has had little coverage in
U.S. mainstream media—this may be
a good time to learn about the agreement and what it means for our local
economy.
Free trade agreements typically
seek to reduce trade tariffs and nontariff barriers. Since tariffs between the
U.S. and EU are already low, non-tariff
barriers are the target of the TTIP.
There are two ways being considered to
address the non-tariff barriers between
the two regions: mutual recognition
of regulations and standards, meaning
the U.S. and the EU would accept the
standards of the other, or regulatory coherence, which means that regulations
are “harmonized” to a mutually agreeable standard. Widely varying sources
such as FaegreBD Consulting, The
Hill, Sierra Club, The Heritage Foundation, the Institute for Agriculture and
Trade Policy (IATP) at the University
of Minnesota, and the Trade Justice
Movement of the Fairtrade Foundation
all suggest that the non-tariff barriers
on the table include the two bodies’
differing restrictions on importing
genetically engineered food, hormone-

Weekly Willy East
remodel updates
posted at willystreet.
coop/remodel, on
facebook and on
Twitter.
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treated beef, and chlorine-washed
poultry products; regulations that allow
or sometimes require consumer information and country of origin labeling;
and the ability of local governments to
favor sourcing and employing locally
(to name a few, in very, very broad
terms). One area of particular concern
is the future of programs such as Farm
to School. The IATP noted in their
October 2013 report Promises and
Perils of the TTIP, “The U.S. Farm to
School programs and similar initiatives in Italy, Denmark, and Austria,
include bidding contract preferences
for sustainable and locally grown foods
in public procurement programs...
Both the U.S. and the EU have criticized ‘localization barriers to trade.’”
Weakening the EU’s GMO standards
is also cause for alarm. According to
Andreas Geiger, a blogger for The Hill,
“The TTIP could be the ultimate way
to solve the GMO dispute… the U.S.
Senate Committee has recently stressed
that any agreement must also reduce
EU restrictions, among others, on GM
crops.” By using the TTIP to lower the
EU’s standards, the TTIP would also
hamper any chance in the U.S. to raise
GMO standards, including labeling
transparency, something that the Willy
Street Co-op strongly supports.

fAIr World ProJEct
Fair World Project, an independent
campaign of the Organic Consumer’s
Association, publicly registered
concerns along with nearly 100 other
organizations that the TTIP will hamper consumer protection and market
transparency. Their November 11th letter to the three presidents urged “Trading partners must be free to establish
facially non-discriminatory food safety,
nutrition and labeling standards that
are stronger than any harmonized norm
set in an agreement and that meet the
objective of consumer protection and
environmental and ethical considerations. Each nation must be allowed to
set such standards based on consumer
demands and priorities alone, even in
the face of scientific uncertainty.”
Discussions between the U.S. and
the EU around the TTIP have mostly
occurred in private. The IATP points
out that in both regions, “The time to
influence the substance of the agreement is before it is completed and
submitted to the relevant legislative
bodies for their votes for or against
ratification. That’s a tricky task, since
the negotiations are happening behind
closed doors, but it means civil society
groups and legislators needs to pay
close attention.” So, the question now
becomes: What is an Owner of a small
locally owned grocery cooperative able
to do?
1. Start learning about the TTIP for

yourself. A great way to start is to
simply search “TTIP local agriculture” in your favorite web browser
and select sources you find credible.
For in-depth reading about how the
TTIP might affect local agriculture
and local economies, visit the IATP’s
website www.iatp.org. Search for
their report: “Promises and Perils of
the TTIP.”
2. Contact your federal legislators and
President Obama. Let them know
what you think about the TTIP. The
sooner the better. Ask them to promote a trade agreement with Europe
that is negotiated with transparency
and values the highest standards for
consumer protection, food safety, and
labeling. Make sure they know the
ability to source and employ locally
matters to you.
3. Find out what larger entities share
your values and your concerns
regarding the TTIP negotiations and
see if there are opportunities for you
to donate to their efforts, sign their
petitions, or volunteer your voice.
Willy Street Co-op was founded
in desiring greater knowledge of the
food we consume in order to support
the greater good. We desire certain
transparencies when it comes to the
products we consume: knowing what
is in our food, knowing how our food
is made, knowing where our food is
grown and produced, and knowing who
produces that food. We have a rich
tradition of sourcing local whenever
possible, favoring local, fairly traded,
and organic suppliers even if their
products are only available at a greater
cost, and also supporting environmentally sustainable farming practices
through our purchasing choices. We
favor fairness, transparency, and local proximity in our products over
strictly competitive pricing, and we
also demonstrate our commitment to
serving the greater good via serving
the greater food through the efforts we
support: the Non-GMO Project; the
Truth in Labeling Coalition’s Women
in the Senate Campaign to urge labeling of genetically engineered foods; the
Farm-to-School movement; Principle
Six—The Cooperative Trade Movement; and disclosing the origins of our
meat and produce, for some examples.
Your Ownership supports these values,
and it is our hope that those values continue to be reflected in your lunchbox
and on your dinner plate. It is within
this context that we felt it important to
bring the potential TTIP trade agreement to our Owner’s attention. Should
we engage in any advocacy efforts on
our end, we will certainly keep you in
the loop. Please contact us if you have
any questions about the sources of our
information, or about how you, or we,
can become better informed.

GrocEry nEWS

Kombucha for the New Year

W

inter in
Wisconsin
can
be difficult on our
bodies. Some of us
make commitments
to gyms for the New
by Nate
Year, but shortly
Smith,
thereafter we make
Grocery
new commitments to
Staff–West
never make commitments to gyms again.
We may genuinely
want to be healthier,
but our quest for health and detoxification turns out to be short-lived
after our daily lives intervene. We
also don’t drink as much water in the
winter as we do in the warmer seasons.
This is somewhat ironic considering “winter” is a derivative of the old
English term wintar, meaning “time
of water.” While water is essential for
health and detoxification, it can be,
well, a little dull for our sun-seeking
spirits. Fortunately, good ole boring
water has an exciting counterpart that
will help our vitality and detoxify our
bodies year-round—kombucha.
When I told my dad I was writing
an article about kombucha, he thought
it was a form of dance. Kombucha has
been around for centuries; only recently has it become a part of Western
culture. And it’s not a dance, although
it does like to shake up your body, in a
good way of course. Just don’t shake a
bottle of kombucha. Kombucha is created by combining tea with a SCOBY,
or Symbiotic Colony of Bacteria and
Yeast. When you marry the SCOBY
and tea, the former absorbs the sugar
and ferments the tea. What you’re
left with is an effervescent drink that
possesses countless healthy attributes,
namely: detoxification, joint support,
immune system care and digestive
improvement. If the tea used in the
production process is caffeinated,
most of the caffeine is absorbed in the
fermentation process. Also, if you’ve

heard the rumor that alcohol is present in kombucha, well, it’s technically
true, but it contains less alcohol than
a glass of fresh orange juice. You can
add alcohol to kombucha for some
serious cocktails, but that’s an article for a different time. Here are the
kombucha-making companies Willy
Street Co-op carries.

NESSALLA
Our first kombucha company is
Nessalla, from right here in Madison.
Nessalla uses organic, Fair Trade
ingredients and creates their raw
kombucha in small batches using Rishi
tea from Milwaukee. Each bottle you
purchase has been bottled “in the last
week or two.” Since our bodies need
to get accustomed to kombucha, Nessalla recommends four to eight ounces
a day followed by an equal serving of
water. Willy Street Co-op has several
flavors to choose from, including
Lemongrass Ginger, Blueberry and
Traditional Oolong. If you’d prefer to
brew your own kombucha, Nessalla
also offers home brewing kits that
include everything you need to make
your own batches. These are available
in our kombucha coolers.

rEEd’S
If you’re dreaming of southern
California this winter, this Los Angeles company has a kombucha for
you. Available at Willy West, Reed’s
utilizes oolong and yerba mate teas to
create their organic, raw kombucha.
Reed’s has won awards for their ginger
beer and Virgil’s Root Beer—both offered at Willy Street Co-op—so it’s no
wonder their kombucha selection has
had an impact. There are many flavors
to try, most of which contain the glori-

ously therapeutic herb, ginger. Cranberry Ginger, Passion Mango Ginger
and Pomegranate Ginger are just three.

Gt’S
GT’s is another Los Angeles-based
kombucha company, but this one has
an exceptionally wonderful genesis.
When he was all of 15, the owner
of GT’s learned his mother had an
aggressive disease. Since kombucha
was already something his mother was
drinking to help her, GT Dave, as he’s
known, found inspiration and began
creating his own kombucha and selling it door to door. His company now
makes over 17 flavors, many of which
are offered at Willy Street Co-op.
Some even contain chia, the little seed
with the huge nutritional profile. GT’s
mission is, “to combine the wisdom
of ancient medicinal foods with the
resources of the modern day to create
products that uplift and enlighten the
health of all those who enjoy them.”
Suffice to say, we could all use a little
extra light over the winter. By the way,
his mother is just fine and has a role in
the company.

CELESTIAL SEASONINGS
You’ve probably encountered this
Boulder, Colorado, tea company before. Celestial Seasonings has become
a major tea manufacturer since its
inception in 1969, so its venture into
the kombucha universe seems natural.
Willy Street Co-op carries a varied
assortment of their products, including their organic, raw kombucha. Take
your pick from Original, Pomelo Citrus, Superfruit, Meyer Lemon Ginger
or Berry Guava. Celestial Seasonings
kombucha is available at Willy West.
January is the ideal time to start
detoxifying your body. The holidays
are complete, spring is around the corner—hopefully—and you can finally
focus on your health. Drinking kombucha everyday is a fantastic way to help
you body welcome a new year. Even if
you can’t make it to the gym, you can
make it to the refrigerator.

Family Dharma
Classes

The compassionate
teachings of Buddha
for the entire family
Join us each month on
Saturday 10:30-11:30am
See online calendar for dates!

Everyone is welcome!
Akanishta Buddhist Center
17 N. Fifth Street
Madison, WI 53704
608-661-3211

meditationinmadison.org
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(Please don’t) Pour Some
Sugar On Me

Grass-Fed Attorney
Daniel J. Krause

100% local-sourced

Trusts
Wills
Probate Services
Estate Planning and Administration
Asset Protection

Co-op Member, Organic Wisconsinite,
Family Man. Practicing estate planning
and probate law since 1999.

Get your affairs in order. Protect your
assets. Disinherit that special someone.

Housecalls Available
608-268-5751
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F

dishes where it seems to make sense,
to sweeten or make more complex a
flavor profile. They are few and far
between, but they’re there.

REMOVING ALL ADDED
PROCESSED SUGAR
My general reaction, operating
from a point of control over ingredient content in much of the menu, has
been that moderate use of sugar is not
a harmful thing and, in the amounts
found in our food, poses no real health
risk to our Owners and customers. I’ve
said as much in responses to customer
concerns, and, not surprisingly, did
not find common ground with those
calling for removal of all sugars from
our food. However, based on the
consistency of these concerns, and the
already minimal and incidental benefit
that sugars bring to our Deli foods, I’ve
decided to remove all added, processed
sugar from the savory foods prepared
by Willy Street Co-op’s Delis starting
January 2nd, 2014.

rom time
Hemingway’s credo on moral acts,
to time, we
but it works. There’s sugar “hidden”
receive Cuseverywhere in manufactured foods,
tomer Comadding bit by bit to the tally. About
ments which identify
70% of added sugar consumption now
the use of sugar in
comes from food, including sugars
our prepared foods
added to foods which aren’t “sweet”
and ask why we use
in the traditional sense of the word—
by Josh
it.
For
reasons
that
breads, soups, salad dressings, sauces,
Perkins,
may seem obvicrackers—the list goes on. At root (no
Prepared
ous, we get fewer
pun intended), it’s an inexpensive way
Foods
comments regarding
to buy a perception of delicious taste
Director
bakery goods than
and keep people buying the food. Over
in our Deli foods,
time, it adds up.
but we do get them.
Sugar has become
AT THE KITCHEN
a controversial ingredient, seemingly
At Willy Street Co-op’s Production
regardless of the source or degree of
Kitchen, we have made very occaprocessing, though most people do
sional use of added sugars in our Deli
draw some differentiation between,
foods. Again, to be very clear, I’m not
HONEY
say, dextrose (synthesized corn sugar,
referring to bakery—while the bakery
Honey will continue to be used
biochemically identical to blood sugar)
does certainly use a variety of sweetenas a sweetener in Deli foods, though
and fructose (occurring naturally in
ers other than sugar, we use sugar as it
still sparingly. It’s a way to add the
fruit, but also comsweetness we’re
“I’ve
decided
to
remove
all
added,
processed
sugar
from
mercially processed
looking for while
the savory foods prepared by Willy Street co-op’s delis adding at least
and sold “pure”). It
has been labelled a
some nutritive
starting January 2nd, 2014.”
toxin and labelled as
content—vievil, identified bya
tamins, in this
has traditionally been used in bakery in
some scholars as the primary culprit
case—that
refined
sugar
contains none
those products. Some examples are:
of some of our most debilitating and
of. It tastes sweeter, so amounts can
• Meatloaf Glaze: We add 1 c. per 7
widespread health conditions. Possibly
usually be reduced when substituting
lb. batch to our meatloaf glaze
a reaction to the rapid growth of sugar
it, and is absorbed into your body more
• Sumi Salad: We add 2/3 c per 6 lb.
consumption worldwide in the last censlowly due to its lower glycemic index,
batch to this popular slaw
tury, some have opted to try to exclude
resulting in more gradual changes in
The reason, more or less, is the
it entirely from their diets.
blood sugar level. To be very clear,
same as for any cook or kitchen, large
There’s no question that sugar,
though, it isn’t a sugar substitute that
or small: flavor. We don’t add it to
whatever the variety, has become a
benefits diabetics and isn’t an actual,
base ingredients that permeate our
crutch for food manufacturers when
substantive source of nutrition. We’re
preparations, it isn’t in our dressings,
looking for ways to increase the apinterested in hearing about other altersauces, marinades or soups (a broth
peal of their products. The reason isn’t
native sweeteners that are also clean
base we discontinued over a year ago
complicated; people love the way
and minimally processed, so if you
did contain some—gone), usually
it tastes and makes them feel when
have a favorite, please let us know.
using honey to sweeten when needed
they’re eating. It may uniformly violate
Have a sweet New Year!
(again, infrequently). There are some
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Heart Smart & Healthy
EAT YOUR FRUITS & VEGGIES

A

s Owners of the
Co-op, we
all know
incorporating fresh
fruits and vegetables
into our diets is a
by Andy
Johnston, great way to promote good general
Produce
health. They’re full of
Manager–
vitamins and minerals
East
essential to our well
being. From head,
shoulders, knees, toes
and everything in
between, you can find a specific fruit
or vegetable to target your specific
needs. But, one thing almost all fruits
and vegetables have in common:
they’re good for your heart!
Heart disease is the leading cause
of death in America. I’d be willing to
bet that almost every single one of you
reading this article has either known
someone, or have yourself been affected in some way by heart disease.
Eating a balanced diet can be a challenge. For many, finding the time and/
or money to eat right isn’t always that
easy. Everyone is busy. We’re going
to work and going to class, taking
care of this and that, and running the
kids here and there. And, thanks to
excellent and creative advertising
and marketing, even when you think
you’re eating healthy, odds are there’s
some ingredient in that “whole grain,
reduced fat, low calorie” snack that
completely contradicts any of your
good intentions.
As I mentioned earlier, we all
know a diet full of fruits and vegetables is good for us in many ways.
There are the vitamins, minerals, and

antioxidants that fuel our bodies and
keep us healthy. For our hearts, there’s
fiber, and there’s no cholesterol.

CHOLESTEROL:
A QuIcK oVErVIEW
There are two types of cholesterol:
HDL (high-density lipoprotein), and
LDL (low-density lipoprotein). HDL
is often referred to as the “good”
cholesterol, while LDL is referred to
as the “bad” cholesterol. LDL isn’t
always “bad.” In an ideal scenario, our
livers are producing all of the HDL
and LDL our bodies need, and yes,
LDL plays a vital role in our growth
and cell health. The liver sends out the
LDL, and any unused LDL is grabbed
by the HDL, returned to and processed
in the liver to eventually exit through
the digestive system. In simplest
terms, they work together. We run
into problems when the HDL can’t
keep up with the LDL, which is either
a function of genetics, or diet. The
LDL starts to build up in our veins and
arteries, forms plaque, and can lead to
high blood pressure, heart attack, and
strokes.
Almost of our dietary cholesterol
comes from animal fat. In addition
to animal products, there are trans
fats. Trans fats are found in “partially
hydrogenated” vegetable oils. Both
add to our overall LDL levels, and
can decrease our HDL levels. This
is what I’m referring to regarding
the marketing of unhealthy products
as “healthy.” Many “low fat,” “high
fiber” products contain high levels
of trans fats, which is why it’s so
important to read the label and ask
questions. Cheese curds deep-fried in
partially hydrogenated vegetable oil

ATTORNEY
PAUL O’FLANAGAN
Coop member,
PROGRESSIVE & LOCAL
LAW FIRM OFFERING:
WILLS, TRUSTS, TAX,
ESTATE PLANS, PROBATE,
GUARDIANSHIP & FAMILY
ASSISTANCE TO FOLKS
AT LOW COST.
CALL: 608-630-5068

are like a double-edged sword straight
to the heart. That is unless the milk in
the curds was from pastured cows.
Omega-3 fatty acids are found in
both plant and animal products, and
contribute to increased HDL (good
cholesterol) levels. Spinach, cauliflower, and Brussels sprouts are all
rich in Omega 3s. And, the good news
for the meat and dairy crowd: meat
and dairy from grass-fed animals is a
good source of Omega-3 fatty acids,
and the Co-op offers a great selection of meats and dairy products from
pastured and grass-fed animals.

IS IT ROUGH ENOUGH?
Fruits and vegetables are a good
source of roughage, otherwise known
as dietary fiber. There are two types of
fiber: soluble and insoluble. Insoluble
fiber primarily aids digestion. Soluble
fiber dissolves into the blood stream
and aids the liver in regulating cholesterol production (specifically bad cholesterol, LDL). In the simplest terms,
we can think of fiber as the agent that
helps keep our body’s plumbing free
of clogs.
All fruits and vegetables contain fiber. Apples and bananas are a
good choice in fruits. For vegetables,
dark green, leafy vegetables, specifically chard and spinach, are high in
fiber. One cup of cooked spinach

will contain more fiber than one cup
of raw spinach simply because you
need 12 cups raw spinach to yield
one cup cooked! Hearty greens, like
kale and collards, are more effective
at lowering cholesterol when steamed
vs. raw. Steaming breaks down the
cell walls, helping your body absorb
nutrients rather than passing through
your digestive system. Juicing will do
the same. Fruit and vegetable smoothies are a great way to fill up in a heart
smart way.
The best thing you can do, is eat
a variety of fruit and vegetables (10
a day!), and get your heart rate up a
minimum of 20 minutes a day. Just
like every other muscle in your body,
your heart needs a regular workout to stay strong. Stop in and grab
a smoothie, some fresh fruits and
vegetables, or any of the heart smart
products we offer at the Co-op. Your
heart will be happy you did, and so
will you!

T H E S E T T, U N I O N S O U T H

BASSEKOU
KOUYATE
AND NGONI BA
FRIDAY, JANUARY 24, 2014
8:00 PM
THE SETT, UNION SOUTH

ALAN KELLY
GANG
IRISH FUN!
FEBRUARY 28, 2014
8:00 PM
THE SETT, UNION SOUTH

608.265.ARTS
UNIONTHEATER .WISC.EDU
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cHEESE nEWS

French Cheeses

E

very time
you walk
into Willy
Street Co-op,
you may expect to
find a great deal of
products that are the
treasured result of
by Patrick
hard work by people
Schroeder,
living no more than
Cheese
150 miles from
Coordinawhere you stand.
tors–West
This is especially the
case in our Cheese
Department, where
more than 80%
of our sales are of
Wisconsin cheeses. We are so inundated with cheese here in this state
that you could go a very long time
without eating any but those crafted
in America’s Dairyland. While we
highly recommend that you fully support and enjoy these local goods, I’m
here today to ask you to try something from slightly further away.
Although cheese is so pivotal in

French diets, they still export tons
of cheese to countries in the EU and
across the ocean to North America.
French exports to the United States
are dominated by the fermented grape
libation, as wine continues to be
make up more than 70% of France’s
agricultural products shipped to us
Yanks, but cheese exports grew over
20% three years ago, and are still
trending upward.

FROMI GROUP
This demand for French cheese
in the U.S. works very well for larger
producers and big brands that most
of us recognize (think St. Andre,
Port Salut, Fromager d’Affinois)
who have the ability to mass-produce
product and deal with the logistics
of ocean crossing. This leaves us
missing out on many of the definitive
French cheeses, most of which never
gets near salt-water (unless it’s in a
vat of brine in the creamery). It was
with this in mind that the FROMI
Group was formed more than 40

years ago to work closely with these
smaller producers and give them an
outlet into export markets not normally available to them.
FROMI is a French company
that operates out of an office in
Strasbourg and a logistics center in
Rungis. They are a family-owned
company with 150 employees and do
sales in 55 countries. Here, they operate out of New York City to serve
those of us in the United States. With
their French staff working closing
with producers and suppliers, and the
rest of the team spread out over the
globe, FROMI believes they have a
great model to support local (French)
businesses with international sales,
and they back it up with a deep and
connected knowledge of each producer they represent.
Our dealings with FROMI have
just begun, really. At the time of this
writing, we’ve only had a small sampling of their products on the shelves
for a handful of weeks. You may not
have even noticed them! Here’s what
to look for:
COMTE
10-15-month-old Comte cured
in Fort Saint Antoine in the Daubs
region. An old World War II fort, it
was converted many years ago into
an aging facility for Comte. This
cheese, from Marcel Petit, is some of
the finest Comte we’ve tried, supple
and warm, far gentler than its Swiss
cousin, Gruyere.
ROYAL FAUCON BRIE AND
CAMEMBERT FROM CHAVEGRAND
LAITERIE
The camembert is woodsy and

Weekly Willy East
remodel updates
posted at willystreet.
coop/remodel, on
facebook and on
Twitter.

Know of a local non-profit focusing on food,
agriculture, environmental issues or cooperatives?
To say “Thank You” for what these groups do for our business
and community, we are offering non-profit organizations in
these areas a 20% discount on catering food orders.
* Does not include delivery charges. All catering service restrictions apply.

See www.willystreet.coop/catering for details
and download a menu or call (608) 237-1201
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mushroomy, the brie reminds us of
buttered toast. Both excellent choices
for the bloomy-rind lovers among us.
PETIT DELICE DE CREMIERS
Those of you familiar with the
Delice de Bourgogne will love the
new Petit Delice de Cremiers, 7-oz.
wheels of triple-cream decadence
wrapped in their own little wooden
cases.
BRIQUE DU NORD
Brique du Nord, a fill-in for the
recently banned French favorite,
Mimolette. The FDA declared that
Mimolette was too overrun by mites
(a traditional part of its curing) to
be sold in the U.S. Brique du Nord
is a mite-less rinded cheese that will
make your eyes go wide with the
caramel-salty pop that it brings.
ROQUEFORT
Roquefort blue sheep’s milk
cheese from Papillon, one of the last
small producers of Roquefort. Utilizing only the milk of Lacaune sheep,
cheese is made and cured in the
caves near Roquefort. This is the best
Roquefort I’ve ever tasted.
fourME d’AMbErt
Also of the blue ilk, we have
Fourme d’Ambert, a spongy, soft,
and meaty blue cheese from the
Auvergne region. I can still close my
eyes and remember the very first time
I had this cheese and FROMI’s selection triggers that every time I cut it.
GRES DE VOSGES
Lastly, we’re carrying a washedrind munster style cheese from
Alsace called Gres de Vosges. Look
for the fern leaf on the top of the
cheese, and just go for it. You’ll love
the earthy, warm, nuttiness and fresh
milky flavor.
We look forward to serving you,
so please stop by the Cheese departments for some sampling!

Your source for local grains
In the bulk aisle
We use grain from ridgetop farms of southwest
Wisconsin. We carefully clean, store and stonemill small grains into flour and mixes. We can do
custom milling and special orders. All local, organic
or sustainable, family-owned.
304 S. Oak St.
Lone Rock, WI 53556
608-583-2100
On Facebook or at
www.lonesomestonemilling.com

@
+DUGZDUH&HQWHU
:LOOLDPVRQ6W
DFHZLOO\#WGVQHW

WNER
REWARDS
Week 1

September
3–9
December 30–January
5

Week 2

Week 3

September
10–16
January 6–12

Food
for
life
Willy
Street
tierra
farm
nature’s
Week
1:
October
1–7
Co-op
bakery

September
17–23
January 13–19

Week 4

September
24–30
January 20–26

Week 5

Aug
27–Sept
2
January
27–February
2

Week 2: October 8–14

yum
tum
willy
street
crown
prince
rolling
organic
rising moon
co-op
meadows
valley
organics
gluten-free
organic
pink
alaskan
bulk roasted
chipotle
antipasto
organic
bakery
Annie’s
Willy
Street Bubbies
evergreen
spinach
organic willy street
bread
tummy
grub
salmon
& salted Eco-dent
Wheat-Free Millet, Brown Rice
low
fat
milk
tofananberry,
chic
pea,
bean
homegrown
Co-op
potato
salad
pasta
salad
co-op
sorghum
syrup
sauerkraut
organicblack
cheese
pasta
sauce
mixed nutsbetween!
.79
All
Kinds
on
Sale!
Allgum
Kinds on Sale! orange
organic
emerald
.29
dental$7.5
frozen
calzone
.55
.99/lb $ .79
.49
/lb
.49
.29
/lb
$
$
oz
•
non-owner
$3.66
¢
$
$
$
bunny
sesame
kale
you
glad
.19
wheatgrass
24
oz
•
non-owner
$5.55
516ozoz• •non-owner
.29$/tx
Random.99
weight • non-owner25 oz • non-owner
Random weight • non-owner
non-owner$5.03
$5.24
Rndm wt$5.55
• non-owner $
$15.21/lb
$ .99
crackers
8
oz
•
non-owner
$1.25
$8.18/lb
$10.70/lb
it’s
vegan
shots
/lb
14
oz
•
non-owner
$4.40
Saltines, Cheddar, Buttery Rich
12 pc • non-owner $2.09/tx
$ 7 oz • non-owner $3.98

44
12

5
2
11

Random weight • non-owner
earth
desert
$13.64/lb

1

Organic
pacari
valley
chocolate

friendly
essence

2
3

8
99

cupcake

endangered
glutino .29
$3
.49
/ea
species
$
vegan
gluten-free
jumbo 1
6.5 oz • non-owner $3.98
chocolate
field
roast
lightlife

1 ea • non-owner $2.09/ea
toilet
bowl
eco-harvest
organic
frankfurters
raw bars
plain bagels
smart dogs
organic
cleaner
tea
tree
oil
omega-3
large
bragg
hi ball .49/tx nelsons .99 organic
go raw
.39
$
$
$
bug
bites
valley
.29/tx sparkling
.99
brown
eggs
liquid
healing16
organic
1.76 oz • non-owner $6.50/tx
20.8 oz
• non-owner
$5.76
13.5ozoz• non-owner
• non-owner$6.29
$4.19
$
Dark,
Milk
organic
aminos
cream
energy
flax
snax
24
oz
•
non-owner
$3.98/tx
1 oz • non-owner $13.64
.29/dozCalendula, Cuts & Scrapes, ricotta
¢/tx
$
All
Kinds on Sale!
water
.19
Sting
Gel
1
doz
•
non-owner
$4.71/doz
All Kinds on Sale!
$
51¢/tx
cheese .35 oz • non-owner
.79
$

5
4

3
9
6

4
2

/tx
.99
/tx Street
Willy
$4.79
jason
arora
alexia
1

32 oz • non-owner $8.18

W.S.
Badger $
sweeties

4
39

$5.79

3

nancy’s
radius
3 oz • non-owner $4.71

1 oz • non-owner
$5.55/tx
Co-op
creations
organic
deodorant
potato16 oz • non-owner
waffle
fries
$2.61/tx
15 oz • non-owner $6.60

spf
30
sweet
anti-bug
lefse
combo
.49

3
12
organic

wheatgrass
indian spice
shot
blends

stick

Seasoned Salt, Sweet Potato,
Chipotle
Potato
All
Kinds Sweet
on Sale!

2
5

floss
sachetskefir
lowfat
All Kinds
on Sale!
Plain,
Blueberry,
Raspberry

All Kinds on Sale!
.99
seasnax
sunspire
organic
willy
street .99
organic
$
.49
/tx
.69
/tx
.29
/shot
$
.99
/tx
$
$
$
valley
sundrops
$4-pack • non-owner $4.19 seaweed
.99 prairie20 oz • non-ownerco-op
$4.19

2
snack2
$2.29

1$shot • non-owner $2.61/shot
All Kinds .5-1.2
on Sale!oz • non-owner $4.19

2.5 oz • non-owner $7.34/tx

2

20 oz
pc • non-owner
32
$3.98
Original, $3.98/tx
Peanut

4
$12.79

pacific
green valley
natural
foods
20 pc • non-owner
$15.53
organics

organic
lactose-free
soup
starter
sour
cream
artisana
Beef, Chicken,Vegetarian
organic
.49 raw
$
.99
$12 ozcoconut
• non-owner $2.93
32 ozbutter
• non-owner $3.98

2
2
$8.49

willy
street
alexia
16 oz • non-owner $11.33
co-op
french

wisconsin
baguette
caprese
salad
garlic bread

10
3basic multi
$8.79

$$

willy
street
.49
/lb
.29
co-op

harvest
organic
¢/tx
salad
ground
turkeywilly
1.19
oz • non-owner $1.35/txKalona
.99/lbwilly
Newman’s
street
street
mamasitas
nature’s
victory
nature’s
60 tab • non-owner $9.96
$

2.9 oz • non-owner $15.00/tx

99

reduced fat
chocolate
biokleen
rolling
milk
.54 oz • non-owner
$3.14
own
organics
co-op
co-op
tamales
meadows
garden goods
bakery Random weight • non-owner
.49
bac
out
$
$10.28/lb
.99
organic
peanut
cheesecake
tamales 12 oz • non-owner
sorghum
laundrybutter
cinnamon
$7.13
$ bathroom
All Kinds on Sale!
pie
slice
brownie
bar
california
hot
breakfast
berries
raisin bread
64 oz
• non-owner
$4.71
cleaner
.49
raisins
.49/tx
.49/ea/tx
.49/ea+tx
.79
$
$ .79
$ .50

5

3
8
$5
4
Week 3: October
15–21
$3.99
16 oz • non-owner $9.44

24 oz • non-owner $7.13/tx
$5.24
32

8

15 oz • non-owner $5.76

Random
weight • non-owner
12 oz • non-owner
$4.50
$12.38/lb

supernatural
bakery

organic
cottage
bulk molasses
cheese
almond raisin
2%, 4%
granola

14 Week$194: October 22–28
.29
$3.29
$4

$

120eaoz• •non-owner
non-owner$1.84/ea+tx
$5.24

16 ea
oz •• non-owner
non-owner $2.09/ea
$10.70/tx

/lb

16 oz • non-owner $4.19
Rndm wt • non-owner $5.24/lb

Willy street barbara’s
Daiya
Edward &
bionaturae
mineral
hyland’s
amy’s
Amy’s
yummy
earth
UAS
Labs
organic
ah!laska
reallygoods
tierra
farm
driftless
bakery
co-op
fusion
vegan
organic bulk sons
valley
organics
teething
gel
organic
organic
organic
dds-plus
raw
fruit
&
bulk
chocolate
fig bars
creolepressed
miso-cup
cheesepasta
on Sale!
Golden
Vegetable,
sunflower
oil
All
Kinds
on
Sale!
refried
beansAll Kinds organic
acidophilus
unsweetened
nut thing
covered
roasted
chili
lollipops
foundation
.49/tx style shreds
Savory Seaweed
Traditional, Black, Mild with
$cottage
All Kinds
Sale!
All on
Kinds
on Sale!
Vitamin
C, Regular
All Kinds on Sale!
cheese
with
fos
.79
sweet
baker’s
cocoa
almonds
.99
.19
/lb
Green Chiles,
Black Low Sodium,
.49
.5
oz
•
non-owner
$9.65/tx
$
2%,
4%
$
$
$
.79
Non-dairy
Traditional Low Sodium
potatoes
/tx /lb+tx
12 oz • non-owner $5.03
.99
$.49
.99
/txweight • non-owner
8 oz • non-owner
$7.86
Random
$ $ .79 .99/tx
2 oz • non-owner $3.14
$ .79
$
$
.99
2.5 oz • non-owner $5.03 14.7 oz
$2.61/lb
.39
non-owner
$3.45
oz
• non-owner
$26.45/tx
$
3Rndm
oz • non-owner
$2.40/tx
8 oz • non-owner
100$4.71
cap • non-owner $25.50/tx
wt • non-owner
$ .32•.99
$ $ .99/lb

2
72

36
3

6
2
3 16

16 oz • non-owner $4.50

15.4 oz
• non-owner
$3.14
Random
weight
• non-owner
$9.44/lb

112 3

$15.74/lb+tx

8 oz • non-owner $8.91

willy
street
organic
india
Annie’s
dr. bronner’s
yum butter
cocomels
organic
barbara’s
Organic
redwood
co-op
homegrown
organic
tulsi
unscentedvalleycoconutbakery
defend cold india
asian hill
jazzfarm
milk
gluten-free
marinated
organic
bunny
mild pure organic
and cough
peanut
butter
caramels
mini
sandwich
cheese puffs
peaceful
crackers
goat
milk
.99
/tx
$
late
july
hyland’s
glutino

15
5

Kinds on Sale!
veggie
castile salad
baby
night
flagshipAllbox
grahams
sleep
kefir$22.56/tx
cookies
flavored
90
cap • .29
non-owner
All
Kinds
on
Sale!
$
Traditional, Blueberry
White.79
Chocolate, Milk Chocolate
.99
friends
half $ .29 8 oz • non-owner
.99
/tx/lb half and
$6.08
Pomegranate
$soap
$
.99/tx
Cheddar, Multigrain,Vegetable

3
$9.99
$2

2
14$7
.99
$7.49
.49
2
$3
$2.29

$

French Vanilla, Hazelnut
5.5-7 oz • non-owner $2.93
Random weight •/tx
non-owner
8 oz • non-owner $16.26/tx 90 cap • non-owner
$9.96/lb $21.51/tx
3.75 oz • non-owner $8.39
5 oz • non-owner $3.98
5 oz • non-owner $4.40/tx
10 oz • non-owner $4.19

4.4 oz • non-owner $5.03

16 oz • non-owner $2.61

$

5.29

Eddie’s
natural
sea
Justin’s
premium
cod
organic
bulk
nut butter

fish
sticks
peanut
vegetable
.39 cups
pasta
$ butter
Milk Chocolate, Dark

5
.39
$2
$1.49

Bowties,
Orzo
8 oz •Chocolate
non-owner
$5.76

/lb
/tx

Random weight • non-owner

1.4 oz • non-owner $1.88/tx
32 oz • non-owner $6.08-6.60
$3.14/lb

bob’s
red mill
Willy
Street
lundberg
willy
street
nature’s
tierra
farm
rolling
tierra
farm
Mori-nu
bob’s
red
Willy
Street
simplers
Willy
Street
Co-op
co-op
meadows
bakery
country
organic
bulk pistachio old
bulk
Co-op
Co-op
mill
organic
organic
vanilla
summertime
gluten-free
wholemuesli
wheat
style
mulberry
cranberry
bulk
arborio

gluten-free
silken
firm
poundcake
bread
granola
baking
flour tofu$ .49
slice.99
.79
/lb

222
5

willy
co-opstreet
hot
co-op
Willy
sauce Street
lemon
poppy
hotCo-op
sauce

maple-tomato
cookies
apricot
pine
All Kinds
on Sale!cake
lavender
leek
sorghum
flour pound
chocolate
All
Kinds
on
Sale!
white
rice
glazedsalad
crannut
couscous
essential oilslice
.79
cashew
mix
.49
¢
berry
mini$
18
/ea $
.99/lb.99/tx 5 oz •.49
$ oz • non-owner $4.71
$
.29
$24 oz • non-owner
.79
/slice
/ea
.49
/lb
non-owner
$4.50 /lb
poundcake
$5.24
.29
/lb+tx
$
$ $Rndm.29
24
oz
•
non-owner
$4.50
$
wt • non-owner $6.08/lb
$
$
$$
1 ea • non-owner $1.35/ea
Random weight • non-owner

314

3
1 3

22 oz
• non-owner
$4.50
1 ea
• non-owner
$1.88/ea 12.3 oz • non-owner $2.40

6
9
.99
$2

99

Random
• non-owner
/eawtweight
Rndm
• non-owner
$8.18/lb
$11.54/lb+tx

4 7
2

$3.66/lb

311
1

weight $2.09/ea
• non-owner
5 ml • non-owner $9.44/tx1 sliceRandom
• non-owner

1 ea • non-owner $3.66/ea
All Specials Subject to Availability. Sales Quantities Limited

$12.09/lb

deals
co-op deals: January 2–21
DELI/JUICE BAR co-op deals: January 2–21
willy street
co-op

chocolate chip
cookie multipack
$3.99

Willy Street
Co-op

vegan pesto pizza
$

8.99

1 ea • was $10.99

belgioioso

ricotta

Part Skim, Whole Milk

3.49

$

16 oz • was $3.99

1 ea • was $5.49

GROCERY co-op deals: January 2–21
muir glen

organic soup
All Kinds on Sale!

$1.99

14-14.9 oz • was $2.79-3.19

amy’s

frozen lasagna
All Kinds on Sale!

3.69

$

9.5-10.3 oz • was $4.99

cascadian
farm

organic
frozen veggies

Sweet Peas, Sweet Corn, Broccoli Florets,
Cut Green Beans, Gardener’s Vegetable
Blend, California-Style Blend

$

1.99

10 oz • was $2.49-2.79

yogi tea

tea

All Kinds on Sale!

$2.99

.85-1.27 oz • was $4.49

jovial

organic
whole grain
einkorn pasta

1.69

$

12 oz • was $3.49

chobani

r.w. knudsen

All Kinds on Sale!

All Kinds on Sale!

greek yogurt
¢

99

6 oz • was $1.49

hilary’s eat well

veggie burgers
All Kinds on Sale!

$

2.49

6.4 oz • was $3.49

recharge

1.99

$

32 oz • was $2.99

nature’s path

organic eco-pack
cereal
All Kinds on Sale!

$

6.69

26.4-32 oz • was $7.49-8.49

westbrae
natural

organic beans
All Kinds on Sale!

$

1.49

15 oz • was $2.29

barbara’s bakery

cheese puffs
All Kinds on Sale!

1.99

$

5.5-7 oz • was $2.99

seventh
generation

unscented
bathroom
tissue
$

7.69

/tx

12 rolls • was $9.99/tx

organic valley

organic shredded
cheese
All Kinds on Sale!

$

3.49

6 oz • was $4.99

drew’s

organic salsa
All Kinds on Sale!

$2.69
12 oz • was $3.79

T h e s p e c i a l s o n t h i s p a g e a re v a l i d J a n u a r y 2 – 2 1

udi’s

gluten-free
pizza
All Kinds on Sale!

4.99

$

10 oz • was $6.79

All Specials Subject to Ava ila

co-op deals: January 22–February 4
DELI/JUICE BAR co-op deals: January 22–February 4
Willy Street
Co-op

lemon
cheesecake bar
$1.49

1 ea • was $1.99

willy street
co-op

fiesta lime
chicken salad

$

7.99

/lb

cedar grove

organic 6-year
cheddar

9.99

$

/lb

Rndm wt • was $12.99/lb

Rndm wt • was $11.99/lb

GROCERY co-op deals: January 22–February 4
muir glen

organic tomatoes
All Kinds on Sale!

$

1.25

14.5-15 oz • was $1.99-2.19

organic prairie

organic ground
chicken or turkey

5.39

$

sunshine burger
company

organic
veggie burgers
All Kinds on Sale!

12 oz • was $7.29

$

3.49

8 oz • was $4.49

c20

coconut water

$1.69

17.5 oz • was $2.19

p.j.’s organics

organic frozen
burritos
All Kinds on Sale!

$

2.29

so delicious

coconut milk
All Kinds on Sale!

$

2.69

64 oz • was $2.99

6 oz • was $3.29

earth balance

buttery spread

rudi’s organic
bakery

$

Whole Wheat, Multigrain

3.39

15 oz • was $3.99

woodstock
farms

organic frozen
fruit
Mangoes, Pineapple Chunks

$2.39

sandwich flats

3.39

green mountain
gringo

salsa

All Kinds on Sale!

2.99

$

$

12 oz • was $3.99

16 oz • was $4.79

wellness

daiya

canned cat food
All Kinds on Sale!

$1.49/tx

5.5 oz • was $1.79/tx

cheese-style
shreds
All Kinds on Sale!

$

2.99

8 oz • was $4.49

10 oz • was $3.19-3.49

zevia

organic natural
diet soda 6-packs
All Kinds on Sale!

$3.99

6-pack • was $4.99/tx

a b i l i t y. S a l e s Q u a n t i t i e s L i m i t e d .

grain place foods lightlife

bulk organic
yellow popcorn

1.49

$

/lb

Rndm wt • was $1.79/lb

organic tempeh
Soy, Three Grain

$

2.39

8 oz • was $3.19

T h e s p e c i a l s o n t h i s p a g e a re v a l i d J a n u a r y 2 2 – Fe b ru a r y 4

deals

january

Health & Wellness co-op deals: January 2–21
rainbow light

vitamin d3 sour
lemon sunny
gummies

7.99

$

/tx

aura cacia

nutrition now

$3.99/tx

All Kinds on Sale!

eucalyptus
essential oil
.5 oz • was $5.79/tx

rhino gummy
vitamins
$

6.99

/tx

60-70 pc • was $10.79/tx

50 tab • was $12.99/tx

nordic naturals

omega-3 lemon
fish oil

20.99

$

/tx

earth science

alba botanica

almond-aloe
very emollient
moisturizer spf 15 body lotion
$

6.99

/tx

9.99

$

/tx

60 softgels • was $27.99/tx

5 oz • was $9.29/tx

32 oz • was $17.29/tx

avalon organics

peter gilhams

tom’s of maine

shampoo or
conditioner

kids calm
multivitamin

All Kinds on Sale!

$5.99/tx

$

21.99

/tx

30 oz • was $33.29/tx

toothpaste

Fennel with Propolis and Myrrh, Cinnamon
Clove, Peppermint, Spearmint Ice

3.99

$

/tx

4.7-5.5 oz • was $6.29/tx

11 oz • was $9.79/tx

Health & Wellness co-op deals: January 22–February 4
aubrey organics

revitalizing
moisturizer
$

17.99

/tx

1.7 oz • was $22.49/tx

mega food

women’s or
men’s one daily
multivitamin
$

15.69

/tx

jason

body wash
All Kinds on Sale!

$

8.99

/tx

30 oz • was $14.79/tx

30 tab • was $24.49/tx

american health

natural factors

Strawberry Chewable

2,000 IU

acidophilus

5.99

$

/tx

100 tab • was $9.49/tx

vitamin d3

5.69

$

/tx

90 tab • was $9.99/tx

earth mama
angel baby

natural
nipple butter
$

7.99

/tx

2 oz • was $9.79/tx

manitoba
harvest

organic hemp
protein powder
$8.99/tx

preserve

boiron

toothbrush

oscillococcinum

$2.39/tx

$

All Kinds on Sale!

10.99

/tx

1 pc • was $16.29/tx

1 ea • was $3.79/tx

16 oz • was $12.99/tx

A l l S p e c i a l s S u b j e c t t o Av a i l a b i l i t y. S a l e s Q u a n t i t i e s L i m i t e d .

Eat Well, live Well
by national cooperative Grocer’s Association (ncGA)

T

he best thing about the old
adage "You are what you eat"
is that it's so empowering. By
providing your body with the
best food as it replenishes cells, you
can literally build good health. This
time of year, many of us are looking to improve our health, make new
choices and stick to our New Year’s
resolutions. While there's a lot to know
about nutrition, you don't have to delve
deeply into the science to take advantage of the opportunity. Here are some
basics:

PUMP THE PRODUCE
More is better when it comes to
fruits and vegetables. Studies show
that a diet rich in produce (in particular
green leafy vegetables, cruciferous vegetables, and citrus fruits) can lower the
risk of heart disease and stroke. Harvard University researchers found that
people who ate more than five servings
of fruits and vegetables a day had about
a 20 percent lower risk of heart disease
and stroke compared with people who
ate less than three servings daily.
Eating plenty of produce may also
help control blood pressure. In one
study, people with high blood pressure who followed a diet high in fruits,
vegetables, and low-fat dairy products
and low in saturated and total fat were
able to reduce their blood pressure by
amounts that you'd expect with blood
pressure medication.
Studies also suggest a strong link
between a diet high in produce and
protection against cancer. The World
Cancer Research Fund and the American Institute for Cancer Research report
that fruit and non-starchy vegetables
(leafy greens, broccoli, bok choy, cabbage, garlic, onions) probably protect
against certain cancers. They also
conclude that increased consumption
of foods that contain lycopene (such as
tomato-based products) may reduce the
risk of prostate cancer.
Produce is also credited for a
reduction in the risk of diverticulitus (a
painful intestinal ailment), and vision
loss from cataract and macular degeneration.
So pile on the fruits and veggies
every chance you get. Add an extra
side of veggies with dinner, pile them
on your pizzas and omelets, and slide
them in your sandwiches. Buy easy-tosnack-on fruits like grapes and berries,
and cut up fruits like melon ahead of
time if it'll make you more likely to

indulge. Use fruits to make smoothies
and enliven salads, too.
To get the most out of fruits and
veggies—and maximize your nutritional benefit—variety is key. So, fill your
shopping bag with an array of colors
from the produce section: red, orange,
yellow, purple, green, and white. Your
local farmers’ market or co-op is the
perfect place to find a good selection.
(For added health benefits, choose
organic!)

Go WItH tHE
WHolE GrAIn
Choose whole grains over refined,
processed products whenever possible.
Whole grains, rich in both soluble and
insoluble fiber (you need both), aid the
digestive system and provide healthy
carbohydrates to give your body energy. Studies show that whole grains
can help you maintain a healthy weight
(they keep you full longer), lower cholesterol levels, cut your risk of colorectal cancer, and reduce the risk of type 2
diabetes by evening out blood glucose
levels. (It takes your body longer to
digest whole grains than processed
grains, so your blood sugar levels don't
rise and fall quickly.)
Opt for whole grain breads, bagels,
and muffins (made with whole wheat,
rye, bran, and corn flour, for example)
over white bread, whole grain cereals
over refined cereal products, whole
grain pastas over white pastas, and
brown rice over white rice. Explore
other whole grain options, too, like
barley, quinoa, and millet.

BE FINICKY ABOUT FATS
All fats are not created equal
(though they do all have the same high
number of calories). A diet high in
"bad" fats can raise your cholesterol as
well as your risk of other health problems like cancer and diabetes, while
"good" fats are credited with lowering
your risk of heart disease.
"Good" fats are the monounsaturated and polyunsaturated fats found
in vegetable oils like safflower, olive,
and canola oils; olives; avocado; and
nuts and nut butters. "Bad" fats are the
saturated fats (mostly from animals, but
some plants, like palms and coconuts)
and hydrogenated fats (trans fats),
found in high-fat meats, tropical oils,
butter, lard, whole milk, margarine,
many fried foods, and commercial
crackers, cookies, and chips.
Bottom line: It's best to limit

saturated fats and avoid trans fats,
replacing them with unsaturated fats
in moderation. Some easy ways to accomplish this are to focus on low-fat
dairy products and low-fat cuts of meat
and poultry. (Also remove the extra fat
from meat and the skin from poultry
before cooking.) When cooking, rely
on unsaturated vegetable oils rather
than hydrogenated fats like stick margarine. Avoid fried fast foods and fatladen snacks, and read labels. Choose
healthful snacks rather than those made
with hydrogenated oils.

BE PICKY ABOUT PROTEIN
Your body needs protein (amino
acids) to build and repair itself. And
there are lots of great sources of protein—from meat, fish, and poultry to
nuts, seeds, dairy products, eggs and
legumes.
Two things to keep in mind when
choosing your proteins: First, eating
a variety of proteins will help you
get all the essential amino acids you
need, especially if you don't eat animal
products. And second, when evaluating
proteins, be sure to consider what else
the food is delivering along with the
protein. With beans, nuts, and whole
grain protein sources, for example,
you're also eating vitamins, minerals, fiber, and—with nuts—healthy
fat. With steak and whole milk, on the
other hand, you're also getting saturated
fat.
Fatty fish are currently in the
limelight because they provide both
excellent protein and those highly
touted omega-3s. The American Heart
Association and other experts recommend that you eat fatty fish twice a
week. (When choosing fish, you'll want
to avoid overdoing those that are high
in mercury, like shark, swordfish, king
mackerel, and tilefish.)

PRACTICE MODERATION
Excess body weight contributes to
high blood pressure, high cholesterol,
diabetes, heart disease and stroke—so
no matter how healthy the food, don't
overeat. And while you don't want to
eliminate them altogether, you'll especially want to take it easy on your fat,
salt, and sugar consumption. Choosing
less processed foods across the board
can help you reduce your intake of
these as well as artificial ingredients
such as chemical preservatives. Most
experts agree that, generally, the closer
a food is to its natural state, the better.

The payoff for all this attention to
what you're eating is a big one. You're
likely to feel better, have more energy,
maintain a good weight and reduce
your risk of many diseases. And with
so much many terrific, healthy foods
to choose from, eating well and living
well can be downright delicious!

About WIlly StrEEt
co-oP
Does we offer classes in nutrition/
healthy cooking?
Your Co-op offers a variety of
classes about nutrition and healthy
cooking, including preparing raw food,
buying bulk products and individual
nutritional consultations. We list classes in our newsletter and on willystreet.
coop/calendar. We will not be having
any classes at Willy East during the
remodel project.
Do we have a dietitian/other
knowledgeable staff on hand to
answer questions?
Willy Street Co-op works with
Katy Wallace, a Naturopathic Doctor
and Certified Natural Health Professional, to provide individual nutritional
consultations and classes.
does our book section offer a
good selection of nutrition books?
The book selection in both stores'
Wellness departments has a variety of
books about nutrition, from cookbooks
to books about food allergies to the
best-selling Prescription for Nutritional Healing.
Do we have signage that helps
identify organic produce?
We make it easy to identify organic
produce in our stores: just look for the
color green on signs in the Produce
department.
Do we have handouts or other
written materials on key nutrition
topics, such as choosing fats?
Both stores have brochures about
food allergies, functional foods, oils,
flours and more. These brochures are
at the Owner Resources Area at Willy
West and at the end of the Bulk aisle at
Willy East (although they may move
during the remodel).
Does our store offer healthy
recipes?
We offer recipes in the recipe rack
at each store (by the Produce department) and on our website.
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WHAT WE WANT OUR FOOD TO BE
by dawn Matlak, newsletter Writer

“A

re you currently
using food stamps,
or have you or your
family used them
in the past?” This is the first question
I ask participants at the Willy Street
Co-op staff training on SNAP/EBT
benefits. It feels important to begin
by personally orienting ourselves.
Many of us have used or are currently
using EBT to supplement or provide
for our food needs.
SNAP (also known as food
stamps, EBT, Quest, or FoodShare)
is often seen as one of the simplest,
most direct, and most successful government programs. People who are
hungry are given means to purchase
food. Yet SNAP benefits repeatedly
have been called into question. From
state to state, numerous limitations to
food stamp purchases have been introduced in the past few years, beginning with proposed soda bans in the
state of New York. This past May,
organic, gluten-free, and locally-produced products came under fire with
the passing of ACT 110 (FoodShare
limiting bill) in the Wisconsin State
Assembly. Thankfully, the Wisconsin
State Senate has not furthered the bill
at this point in time.
I spend a great deal of energy
studying and researching issues of
food accessibility and food security.
At times, it is quite challenging to
wrap my mind around the disparities,
commonalities, and nuances of food
decision-making. There are three
major concurrent perspectives I often
see playing out: the eater/consumer’s
desires and needs; the businesses that
create, sell, and market food; and the
views of one eater/consumer towards
another’s choices. All of these intersect and relate, giving us a complex
landscape that shapes our approach
to food in general. How we construct
our own desires, how we recognize
or judge the decisions of others, and
how we engage in localized and
large-scale food justice efforts are all
aspects of this landscape.

THE EATER COMES FIRST
When I moved to Madison in
2009, I was pretty excited to buy food
at my local grocery co-op. However,
I had also recently lost my farmworker job and was entirely dependent on
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food stamps to eat. During my first or
second (small) shopping trip at Willy
Street Co-op, the cashier told me
about the Access* discount program,
and I immediately signed up. For me,
it was the difference between shopping at the Co-op once every couple
weeks for select items, and being able
to purchase half of my groceries here.
In retrospect, I realized other keys
to the equation: I prioritized eating
organic food, I felt welcomed at the
Co-op and, since I was unemployed,
I had more time than usual to think
about and prepare meals.
What constitutes our commonalities as eaters, anyway? Beyond our
basic preferences for food-that-tastesgood, I propose a trifecta of desire:
food that is simultaneously affordable, healthy, and convenient. With a
few exceptions, it appears that most
consumers do not want to pay more
for food, nor do folks want to spend
lots of time everyday preparing each
meal. I doubt that we want to eat
food that makes us sick (in the short
or long term). Yet still so many of us
choose food that is expensive, unhealthy, and cumbersome to prepare.
The magical equation of
“affordable+healthy+convenient”
does not add up to describe most food
items on grocery store shelves, nor
does it describe those served in fast
or slow food restaurants and eateries. Usually one aspect of this desire
takes precedent over the other. Fast
and affordable food may sacrifice
health. Healthy and convenient will
likely be expensive. Affordable and
healthy will generally take more time
and effort to prepare.
Furthermore, these commonalities are relative. A healthy choice for
one person means whole wheat bread
in place of white bread. For another
eater, a healthy choice could mean no
bread, all raw food. Affordable and
convenient notions follow this trajectory as well.
When we consider this trifecta
of desire, we also have to take into
account our wide variety of lifestyles.
Some of us are incredibly busy, and
eating can be a highly inconvenient
activity to regularly put ourselves
through. Many of us are financially
struggling, and food is a relatively
more flexible part of our budget when
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juxtaposed against fixed monthly rent
and credit card payments. Some of us
have health conditions or food allergies that demand more devoted effort
to sourcing specific foods. Many of
us have families to feed and must
take into account what younger eaters
will or will not eat. As consumers,
we find our habits and preferences
shaped by how stressed or relaxed we
feel, what food is familiar to us, how
accessible it is.
Many eaters are also motivated
by an internal compass that some
consider a type of food politics. This
could be anything from buying local in-season produce to choosing
products with fair trade or non-GMO
labels. For these consumers, food can
become a lifestyle focus. It can take
the form of an identity (“foodie”),
a social gathering (“fermentation
festival”), and/or a sense of community (“CSA member”). When something becomes a lifestyle focus, other
resources—time, money, relationships—follow suit.

SPEAKING OF MONEY
What could be considered the
common interests of businesses who
create, sell, and market food? Unfortunately, profit has to come first.
(Before I receive handfuls of Customer Comments in defense of “ethical”
vendors and business owners, please
continue reading.)
From the smallest vendor to the
largest multinational corporation,
money has to be a main factor in the
sustainability of that entity. Granted,
the variations between such businesses can be numerous and multifaceted. For example, in the process of
interviewing local small vendors and
producers, I have been impressed by
the non-income-generating practices
and aspirations of many of these business owners. Just Coffee and Equal
Exchange are two of my favorites—
and of course, they’re both worker
cooperatives! Willy Street Co-op also
must be considered in this light; we
must maintain a financially sound
business in order to keep our doors
open. Maximizing profit is not at all
in the Co-op’s best interest, so the
circulation of money in a consumer
co-op does looks significantly different than other grocery stores. How-

ever, money is still a crucial part of
day-to-day operations. Two of our
major aims are to ensure that Co-op
employees are paid fairly and local
farmers and producers are receiving
fair prices for the foods they put on
the shelves and in the coolers.
However, small farmers, cooperatives, and local businesses are not the
ones dominating the food industry at
the moment. Corporate control of the
U.S. food system is not big news…
it’s common knowledge. The implications of such a system still remain
confusing to many people. The “best
interests” of large corporate food
producers share little in common
with the best interests of consumers.
At most, the things eaters want from
food (affordable, healthy, convenient)
drive the development of targeted
marketing campaigns. This is not
an attempt to ignore the power that
consumers have as a collective entity.
Demand for organic and Fair Trade
foods has grown exponentially in a
very short period of time. However,
the flipside of this trend begs to be
questioned. Why are organic and Fair
Trade products considered a niche
market and not “normal” (typical,
easily available) foods?
With the rising demand for such
foods, greenwashing in the industry
has also reached a new high. Misleading labels and deceptive advertisements skew notions of healthy foods,
leaving many eaters uncertain about
what to choose. In Cornucopia Institute’s 2011 report “Cereal Crimes,”
multiple consumer polls show respondents placing more value on the
(non-regulated) term “natural” than
they do on (USDA-regulated) “organic.” The researchers also cite a 2010
poll where a majority of participants
“erroneously believed the term ‘natural’ implied ‘absence of pesticides,’
‘absence of herbicides,’ and ‘absence
of genetically-modified foods.’”
It is not a coincidence that consumers have mistaken or conflated
such terms and labels. The Cornucopia report also cites a paper published
by the Canadian Organic Trade Organization (COTA), which stated that
“companies shifted toward cheaper
‘natural’ options during the recession,
allowing them to market their products to the same concerned consumer

target audience, while using cheaper
conventional ingredients that they
could source at conventional prices.”
Furthermore, “the growth rate of
‘natural’ products began to exceed
the growth rate of organics in December 2008.” In order to navigate our
collective food landscape, it seems
important to understand how food
supply chains and corporate profit
margins contribute to an intentional
or coincidental confusion.

SO I LOOKED IN HER
GROCERY CART...
“How do we think about labor
and consumer-related subjectivities
in the same moment, since, in my
view, one cannot talk about scandals
of the appetite—along with food,
there’s sex, smoking, shopping and
drinking as sites of moral disapprobation, social policy, and selfmedication—without talking about
the temporality of the workday, the
debt cycle, and consumer practice
and fantasy?” -Lauren Berlant, Cruel
Optimism
As we traverse our food landscapes—one by one, foodie by foodie, family by family—the obvious is
bound to happen. We wind up for the
pitch, ready to let our (very informed)
judgments loose. They come fast with
shade thrown sideways, half-turned-

whispers, or blurted belligerent
slams. “You’re eating that?!” he says,
with a question mark’s inflection
and an exclamation point’s tone. The
judgments also come slow, like food
saviors and savorers. We can show
our savoir-vivre by simply teaching
others how to live, how to eat. Right?
Or wrong? Are these matters
of appetite or class? Or matters of
availability or education? Are these
appetites informed by taste or cost or
stubbornness? Most importantly, why
do they eat like that? I am eager to
pick apart that last loaded question.
Let’s start with the spectacle of
food. In “What Food Says About
Class in America,” Lisa Miller illustrates this quite well: “In the mail,
I find the Christmas catalog from the
luxury retail store Barneys. HAVE A
FOODIE HOLIDAY, its cover reads.
Inside, models are covered—literally—with food. A woman in a red
$2,000 Lanvin trench has an enormous cabbage on her head. Another,
holding a green Proenza Schouler
clutch, wears a boiled crab in her
bouffant. Most disconcerting is the
Munnu diamond pendant ($80,500)
worn by a model who seems to have
traded her hair for an octopus. Its tentacles dangle past her shoulders, and
the girl herself wears the expression
of someone who’s stayed too long at

the party. Food is no longer trendy or
fashionable. It is fashion.”
If healthy food is expensive food,
and expensive food is a privilege,
who has the right to eat it? Who is
entitled to eat it? Who is obligated to
eat it? (These questions are going to
continue becoming stickier....)
“Food is one of the few spaces of
controllable, reliable pleasure people
have,” writes Lauren Berlant. “At
the same time, the numbers of poor
Americans reporting going without
meals, requiring emergency food
assistance, or experiencing fairly
constant hunger has also increased
dramatically, especially since the
shrinkage of food programs for the
poor in the late 1990s.” In “The Real
Hunger Games,” Trudy Lieberman
reports on the growing inaccessibility of food among seniors. “In 2005,
some 5 million people over age
60—about 11 percent of America’s
senior population—faced the threat
of hunger, according to a study by
the Meals on Wheels Association, the
nation’s largest trade group for meal
providers. In 2012, that number was
almost 15 percent.” But hunger is
quite a loaded word, and some have
questioned its usage in highly industrialized nations like the U.S.
Is hunger an excuse for “poor”
decisions? I am hungry right now. If

cheap food is unhealthy food, and unhealthy food tastes familiar, who has
the right to stop me from eating it? I
go to the freezer, I pull out some ice
cream. Now I’m typing and eating,
together forever. What’s the difference between being momentarily
hungry and living with hunger? I’ve
never actually been hungry.

GAZE INTO THE ABYSS
“If hunger is no longer an analytical category, how does one talk
about it or advocate for its elimination? How does one make policy
claims about something for which
there is no data and which, therefore, does not exist in policy science
terms?” -Patricia Allen, “The Disappearance of Hunger in America”
The USDA decided to eliminate
the use of the word “hunger” from
their official assessments of U.S.
food security in 2007. Patricia Allen
argues that the framing of the issue
defines and delimits the response to
it. When we take away the “sharp
edge of the word hunger,” does this
compound the violence of hunger by
“the violence of a science that claims
hunger does not exist”?
Allen brings up an important insight: “The disappearance of hunger
may simply be an unfortunate product
of the distant gaze of experts who

tHIS MontH’S WEllnESS WEdnESdAy
IS JAnuAry 8tH (We are closed on January 1st)

Want to help save a few trees and be able to
read your Co-op newsletter on your computer
or smartphone? Any Owner can sign up to get a
newsletter notication sent to your email
address each month.
It’s easy, but first you have to set up your
account on our website. Just go to
willystreet.coop/user/activate and enter
your Owner number or email address to
request a login link.
Next, you’ll receive a one-time login email
with a link. This will take you to your
willystreet.coop account. Here you
need to enter a new password and
then click save. While you are here,
you can opt to receive our monthly
newsletter by email instead of paper mail.

s
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1st w e d

y
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d

ea

month

off

Already have an online account set up?

Click on “My Account” at the top of the
willystreet.coop page, then click the Edit
tab and check the “Monthly Reader” box.
You’re done!

next month’s Wellness Wednesday is february 5th.
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are far removed from the situation
they study.” The gaze of experts is
an all-too-familiar concept for many.
Lauren Berlant suggests that “expertise has so often been used shamingly
to confirm the social negativity of
dominated populations.” Yet—who
isn’t an expert these days?
In “Food Police,” Julie Guthman
describes another type of shaming:
“Many thin people can indulge in all
manner of unhealthy behaviors without being called to account for their
body size. In other words, fat people
are imbued with little subjectivity
no matter what they do, while thin
people are imbued with heightened
subjectivity no matter what they do.”
The linking of shame with the gaze
of others brings another perspective
to the increasingly complicated food
landscape.
I find Patricia Allen’s suggestions
valuable: “The statisticians should
meet with food-insecure parents and
their children to explain to them why
they are not hungry. In the meantime,
the rest of us can do our part to make
food justice issues visible, audible,
and palpable.” Pausing to consider
the implications of judgments and
frameworks can go a long way,
particularly when attempting to apply
them to the lives of others.

cAn’t Go lEft,
cAn’t do rIGHt
“I have a memory, from long ago,
where I am sitting in the parking
lot of a McDonalds, with my mom,
trying to count out 63 pennies from
the floor around the car, the change
jar, and the pavement around the car
in order to purchase two hamburgers from McDonalds for our evening
meal. Cheap food exists for a reason.
63 cents doesn’t go far in the grocery store if you want a hot meal,
and have nowhere for food prep.
(Something that people also conveniently forget about—a lot of eating
well on a budget requires prep with
at least a hot plate, running water,
and basic utensils. If you don’t have
these things, you have to eat ready
made food. Needless to say, living
out of a car doesn’t provide you with
consistent access to these things.) But
a whole hamburger meant a lot to a
seven-year-old stomach that was going to go hungry. What kind of day is
that? These are broke people choices.
I’m sure that if I shared this story on
the NYT Health blog, there would be
people berating my mother for buying me a hamburger and not, say, an
apple or something. Or maybe some
dried lentils we could have soaked
overnight on the carburetor using a

New Year = New
Dance Program!
Happy Bambino welcomes

"Miss Ari"

Dance for Life classes for ages 2-7.
BALLET

HIP HOP

Convenient day-time and after-school
options! Classes start January 13!
African Dance for Kids with Maya and Mandjou returns on Saturdays!

HappyBambino.com/classes

4116 Monona Drive, Madison, WI 53716 | (608)-223-6261

www.happybambino.com |
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car fluid funnel and woken up to a
wonderfully healthy and cheap pinch
of beans.” -LaToya Peterson, “If
You Haven’t Been On Food Stamps,
Stop Trying to Influence Government
Policy”
In November 2013, the looming
cuts to SNAP benefits went into effect. In the state of Wisconsin, 15%
of residents use food stamps, which
means that these cuts affect 861,000
people in this state alone. Using the
USDA’s Thrifty Food Plan calculations, this will be the equivalent of 21
meals per month for a family of four.
Framed in another way, for those
who use EBT, each meal must cost
$1.40 or less per person.
“Many U.S. alternative food
advocates see lack of knowledge
as the most proximate obstacle to
a transformed food system,” writes
Julie Guthman in “‘If They Only
Knew.’” At Willy Street Co-op, my
daily work is focused on education
and community outreach. However,
the line of thinking that begins or
ends with “if they only knew” seems
full of loaded assumptions. (Who are
they, anyway? And who am I?) Of
course, sharing information with and
educating one another can surely be
helpful and help build community.
[For example, if you have practical
ideas on how to eat on $1.40 or less
per meal, please send them to me at
d.matlak@willystreet.coop.] My concern here is that the universalizing of
certain experiences (with distant gaze
and subsequent judgments about the
choices of others) does not further
food justice. In fact, it seems to contribute significantly to furthering the
racial and economic divides already
present in the food system.
As we continue to navigate the
collective, complicated landscape of
food in the U.S., it feels critical to
examine what purpose it serves to police other people’s food choices. This
is particularly relevant when considering the shame that many people
have experienced around food. Social
pressures relating to class, size, race,
age, gender, ability, and/or ethnicity
tend to reinforce attitudes of unattainable normativity which create further
barriers to accessibility. In the meantime, people are hungry. Whether it
is acceptable food, good-tasting food,
healthy food, or enough food, we
have the most basic thing in common: we all simply need to eat.
MANY THANKS TO
• Lauren Berlant, Cruel Optimism
• Patricia Allen, “The Disappearance
of Hunger in America”
• Cornucopia Institute, “Cereal
Crimes: How ‘Natural’ Claims Deceive Consumers and Undermine

•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

•

the Organic Label—A Look Down
the Cereal and Granola Aisle”
Stacy Dean and Dottie Rosenbaum, “SNAP Benefits Will Be
Cut for All Participants in November 2013”
Julie Guthman, “Bringing Good
Food to Others: Investigating the
Subjects of Alternative Food Practice”
Julie Guthman, “Food Police: Why
Michael Pollan Makes Me Want to
Eat Cheetos”
Julie Guthman, “‘If They Only
Knew:’ Color Blindness and Universalism in California Alternative
Food Institutions”
Trudy Lieberman, “The Real Hunger Games”
Lisa Miller, “What Food Says
About Class in America”
NPR Staff, “Why So Many Ph.D.s
Are On Food Stamps”
LaToya Peterson, “If You Haven’t
Been On Food Stamps, Stop
Trying to Influence Government
Policy”
Ellyn Satter, “Hierarchy of Food
Needs”

A COUPLE PRACTICAL READER
RESOURCES FOR EATING ON A
BUDGET:
• www.willystreet.coop/readereditions/2008/09/stretching-yourfood-budget
• www.willystreet.coop/reader-editions/2012/04/cooking-budget-coop-style

ACCESS PROGRAM
*The Access program is a 10%
discount for purchases made at Willy
Street Co-op. For more information about the program, stop in to
Customer Service at either location
or call Tamara Urich-Rintz, Owner
Records Administrator, at 608-2510884 ext. 734. To qualify for this
discount, Owners must be participating in one of the following programs:
• SNAP/Food Stamp Program
• Medicaid (BadgerCare or SeniorCare)
• Special Supplemental Nutrition
Program for Women, Infants &
Children (WIC)
• Section 8 Housing Assistance/
Community Development Authority (HUD)
• School Breakfast or Lunch Program (for free and reduced-price
meals only)
• Senior Farmers’ Market Nutrition
Program (WIC)
• Child and Adult Care Food Program (for free and reduced-price
meals only)
• Social Security Disability Insurance/Social Security Disability/
Supplemental Security Income

fInAncE nEWS

Your Patronage Refund

I

n Fiscal Year
2013 (FY13),
less than three
years following expansion to
two retail locations,
Willy Street Coop has returned to
by David
pre-expansion levels
Waisman,
of profitability.
Director of
Although our profits
Finance
are modest by conventional measures,
it allows us to operate on a sound financial basis including
meeting current needs, planning for the
future, reducing debt, and returning a
portion of the surplus (a.k.a. profit) to
Owners. Thanks to everyone for the
overwhelming support that has made
this success possible!
Per bylaw 6.5, your Board of
Directors has elected to allocate part of
the surplus back to Owners as a patronage refund, which will be distributed
as a combination of store credit and
retained patronage equity. On January
27th, all Owners who have purchased
at least $371 worth of eligible goods

from the Co-op between July 2nd,
2012 and June 30th, 2013 will receive
a patronage refund. Patronage refunds
are a deferred or retroactive price
reduction, and are calculated in proportion to your purchases.
This year’s refund is a combination of 80% retained patronage equity,
which is money held by the Co-op in
each Owner’s name and the rest, 20%,
is issued as a store credit. A total of
$184,150 (20%) will be returned to
Owners as store credits and $736,598
(80%) will be retained as patronage
equity in each owner’s name. That’s
a total refund of $920,748, almost
double last year’s refund. Those are
dollars that are not subject to federal
or state income tax. That means more
dollars stay in our community, increasing the local impact of your purchases,
improving the Co-op’s financial health,
and securing its future!
The 80% of the total refund that
is retained is reinvested in the Coop, including to help fund our major
capital expenditures and improvements like the Willy East Remodel,
and to secure our long-term financial
health. If at some point in the future the

MORE ABOUT YOUR PATRONAGE REFUND
DONATION OPTIONS

Co-op felt that it no longer needed the
retained patronage equity, the Co-op
could choose to pay it out to Owners.
Retained patronage equity is non-voting and does not give anyone greater
Owner rights/privileges. Owners’ Fair
Share equity (the amount paid to become an Owner) is completely separate
from retained patronage equity. Also,
the total patronage refund is not taxable
income to you or the Co-op unless your
purchases were for business purposes
rather than personal use, in which case
you should consult your tax adviser.
For those who have purchased
less than $371, their patronage refund
would have resulted in a store credit
of less than $2. These Owners will not
receive a patronage refund. Instead, the
entire refund (store credit and patronage equity) will be retained by the Coop as taxable earnings. The Board and
management agreed to apply a minimum $2 store credit as a cut-off point
to this and future patronage refunds for
two primary reasons: 1. The costs associated with distributing a store credit
as small as this would outweigh the
benefits; 2. The Co-op has developed
a tax management strategy, with input
from our auditors, that utilizes all the
unallocated refunds under $2.
Those who are being issued a store
credit will receive a letter in the mail
the week of January 20th detailing
your refund. Your store credit will be
available at the registers starting on
January 27th. You may apply the credit
towards a purchase, request cash back,

or donate it; any cashier can assist you
with this transaction and Customer
Service is also available to assist you
with cash back or donating your credit
if you are not planning to make a purchase. To ensure that only the primary
or secondary Owner uses credits, you
will be asked to present identification.
By using your store credit, you accept the full amount of your patronage
refund per IRS Code section 1385. Because the Co-op will pay income taxes
on any unclaimed patronage refunds,
please, please, please use your store
credit! All patronage store credits must
be used by June 15th, 2014.

dIdn’t GEt your crEdIt?
If you believe you are eligible for a
store credit and haven’t gotten a letter
by February 7th, please contact Tamara
Urich-Rintz, Owner Records Administrator, for more information about your
purchases for FY13 (July 2nd, 2012–
June 30th, 2013): (608) 251-0884 ext.
734 or t.urich@willystreet.coop.
RESOURCES FOR LEARNING MORE
ABOUT ABOUT PATRONAGE
REFUNDS:
• See the Frequently Asked Questions
(FAQ) below and on our website at
www.willystreet.coop/owner-benefit/
patronage-refund;
• Go to www.cooperativegrocer.coop/
articles/2009-07-14/patronage-dividends-primer; or
• Contact me at d.waisman@
willystreet.coop.

Patronage Refund FAQs

• If you donate your refund to Community CHIP, you will be supporting nonprofits in Dane County. A complete list of non-profits supported by CHIP
can be found at www.communityshares.com/member-nonprofits/nonprofitslist/nonprofits-list-alphabetically/.
• If you donate your refund to Food Co-op Initiative (FCI), you will be supporting the development of new Wisconsin cooperatives. FCI is a non-profit,
dedicated to enabling a faster and more efficient start-up process to develop
new retail grocery co-ops. To learn more go to www.foodcoopinitiative.
coop/.

What is a patronage refund?
When co-ops have a surplus (a.k.a.
profit) left over at the end of the fiscal
year they may distribute the Owners’
share of the surplus back to the Owners in the form of a patronage refund.
These profits are distributed in direct
proportion to a co-op Owner’s patronage (purchases) and is made up of

patronage equity and store credit.
How will I know that my purchases
are being recorded?
In order to record your purchase
the cashier asks, before each transaccontinued next page…

Skupniewitz Painting & Wallpapering
Serving the Madison area since 1954
Interior Painting • Wallpaper Hanging & Removal • Wall Patching
Top rated Madison area painting contractor on Angie’s List since 2010
A+ rating with the Better Business Bureau

Thomas “Bud” Skupniewitz
608-224-1904

“No VOC”
paints
available

10% Discount*
for Willy St.
Co-op Members.
*One per household

tskupniewitz@yahoo.com

Free estimates in the Madison area

View my artwork at:

www.clineartworks.com
2818 Skup Willy Ad.indd 1

11/21/13 12:03 PM
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tion, for your Owner number. They
will then confirm your name on the
account before ringing up your items.
All merchandise rung through after
that point is recorded by our register
system.
What purchases don’t count
toward my patronage refund?
Seafood Center and Okinawa
Sushi items purchased are not calculated into the patronage, nor are
CHIP contributions, Co-op branded
merchandise (shirts, mugs, etc.), Community Room Classes, or any of the
ticket sales for area fundraisers, shows
or bus passes. Equity payments are not
merchandise sales and are not counted
toward a refund. Access users are
credited with the total after their 10%
discount has been deducted.

forfeited.
Do I have to pay income taxes
on the patronage refund?
No, patronage refunds are not
taxable income unless your purchases
were for purposes other than personal
use; if this is the case for you, please
consult your tax adviser.

Do sale items count toward my
patronage refund?
Yes, except for the few items
listed above. Sale items are credited
only at the sale price.

Why did the co-op decide on a
$2 minimum for store credit
distribution?
The Board and management
agreed to apply a minimum $2 store
credit as a cut-off point to this and
future patronage refunds for two primary reasons:
1. The costs associated with distributing a store credit as small as this
would outweigh the benefits.
2. The Co-op has developed a tax
management strategy with input
from our auditors that enables us
to avoid taxation on these earnings
due to a large tax loss carry-forward
from Fiscal Year 2011.

What happens if I don’t use my
credit?
By law, if your credit isn’t used by
June 15, 2014, the Co-op must record
the amount of your store credit and
retained patronage equity as income
and pay the necessary taxes on that
amount and your refund is officially

What can I do to make sure I
receive my refund in years when
it’s distributed?
To be informed of your refund and
all cooperative news, it is important to
keep your current mailing information
up-to-date with us. If you have a refund due, the register system will alert
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the cashier. They will ask if you’d like
to use the credit with that transaction,
or save it to be used a later date.
Is the patronage equity money
something I can take out at some
point in the future? What does
it mean that it’s retained in my
“name”?
The surplus (a.k.a. profit) we earn
has always belonged to every Owner of
the Co-op. However, previously 100%
of that surplus was designated as “Unallocated” and we were required to pay
federal income tax on the full amount.
In the past, when the Co-op earned
a surplus we’ve put all of it back into
the Co-op to expand operations, purchase new equipment, upgrade facilities or meet current operating needs.
The two main differences now are:
1. Owners have the surplus that we
put back into the business directly
recorded in their name as equity (just
like owners of most businesses).
2. We will not pay income tax on any
of the patronage refunds allocated
to Owners (retained as patronage
equity or returned as a store credit).
This keeps more money at work in
our community that the Co-op would
have paid in taxes.
The only time that the retained
patronage equity is returned to Owners is if at some date in the future the

Co-op Board is in a position to do so
and returns all of the patronage equity
from a given year. It is unlikely that
retained patronage equity will be
returned to Owners in this way. More
likely is that there will be future years
where we decide to retain a smaller
percentage of the refund as equity
and offer a larger percentage as store
credit to Owners.
Owners’ Fair Share amounts
($56/$91) are a different class of equity and are available for refund upon
request.
Most importantly, all businesses
incorporated as cooperatives in Wisconsin are able to take advantage of
significant tax savings by distributing
surplus back to their owners.
How is the patronage refund
calculated?
At the end of our fiscal year (July–
June), after determining the amount
of Owner-generated profit (based on
Owners percentage of total sales), the
Board of Directors decides on a refund
percentage to distribute. According to
the IRS, at least 20% of the Owners’
patronage refund must be distributed
as cash or equivalent. The Board may
choose to retain up to 80% of each
Owner’s patronage refund (as equity
in Owners’ names) for projected capital and other business needs.

At Paoli

Café

The only farm fresh
breakfast found in Paoli
served to you by the farmers
who produced the ingredients.

Sherrie & Ken Ruegsegger

We also serve lunch and dinner.
Ask about our Monday evening community dinner!

The Farm

Direct
from
Specials on

Grass Fed
Beef & Pork
Quarters & Halves
Free Home
Delivery in
the Greater
Madison Area!
On-Line ordering at:

naturalmeats.org
paolicafe.com ~ 608-845-FOOD (3663)
6895 Paoli Road
Belleville (Paoli), WI 53508
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RECIPES AND
DRINK RECOMMENDATIONS
drInK rEcoMMEndAtIonS froM StAr lIQuor, 1209 WIllIAMSon
take 10% off recommended beverages… Just show your Willy Street
co-op owner card at Star liquor!

Grapefruit and Kiwi Salad

Kiwi, Ginger, and banana Smoothie

Adapted from Nicole Routhier’s Fruit Cookbook.
Baby spinach or butter lettuce would also go great in this unexpected
salad.
2 large grapefruits
1/4 cup walnut oil (any neutral oil would also work)
2 tsp. Dijon mustard
1 tsp. minced garlic
salt
pepper
1 bunch watercress, washed and patted dry
3 kiwis, peeled and thinly sliced
1/4 cup Pecorino Romano, thinly shaved with a peeler
Directions: Supreme each grapefruit by slicing off the top and bottom
ends. With a sharp knife, slice off the entire peel. Carefully cut each grapefruit segment free by slicing between the segment and the membrane on each
side. Do this over a bowl to catch any juices.
Whisk 1/4 cup of the collected juices with the walnut oil, mustard, garlic,
and salt and pepper to taste until well-combined.
Place the watercress in a large bowl, and toss with half of the dressing.
Transfer to a serving dish, and top with the grapefruit segments and kiwi
slices. Drizzle with remaining dressing. Garnish with Pecorino, and serve.
Makes 4 servings.
Star Recommends: Trimbach Gewürztraminer—This wine from Trimbach is dry and restrained but without any loss of the grapes’ exotic
and spicy characteristics. Perfume and lychee dominate the palate
and a clean finish leaves the mouth refreshed.

Adapted from www.jamieoliver.com.
The addition of rolled oats makes this an excellent smoothie for breakfast-time, and will keep your stomach from rumbling until lunch.
3 kiwi, halved, insides scooped out
4 Tbs. rolled oats
1 banana, cut into chunks
8 ice cubes
3/4 cup milk
1 cup plain yogurt
1/4-inch piece fresh ginger, finely grated
2-3 Tbs. honey, optional
Directions: Place the kiwi, oats, banana, ice cubes, milk, yogurt, and
ginger in a blender and whiz until smooth, about 30 seconds. Pour into 4
glasses, and sweeten with honey if you’d like. Enjoy! Makes 4 servings.
Star Recommends: Don Rodolfo Torrontes—A pale yellow color
with green flashes. the aroma is elegant, fruity with notes of apricots and peaches. on the palate it is a dry, crisp, and floral wine,
with medium structure, and bright acidity.

Fiery Kale with Garlic and Olive Oil
Adapted from www.thekitchn.com.
This would be great served instead of a salad with pizza or pasta or other
Italian meals. Omit the skinny strips of salami for a vegetarian dish.
1 1/2 lbs. kale, any variety, washed and patted dry, ends and any thick, tough
stems trimmed (2 medium bunches)
2 Tbs. olive oil
4 garlic cloves, peeled, thinly sliced
2 oz. hard salami, quartered and cut into 1/4-inch strips
1/2 tsp. crushed red pepper
1/4 tsp. salt
1/4 tsp. black pepper
Directions: Slice the kale into 1/2-inch thick strips across the leaves.
Heat the olive oil in a large, deep skillet over medium heat. Add the garlic, salami, and crushed red pepper. Sauté, stirring frequently, for 1 minute.
Increase the heat to medium-high and add the kale. Cook 7-9 minutes, stirring
often, until the leaves shrink and turn dark green and tender. Season with salt
and pepper, and serve immediately. Serves 4.
Star recommends: Alfred Merkelbach urzinger Wurtzgarten Kabinett
riesling—the clearest imaginable look into pure Mosel. Vivid, toecurling clarity of fruit and terroir make this my most beloved Mosel
agency. these are just some of the keenest, spiciest, most helplessly
beautiful wines you can ever drink.

please drink responsibly.
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roasted broccoli with Almonds, roasted
Garlic, and Mustard Vinaigrette
Adapted from www.food52.com.
When mellowed by roasting, using two entire heads of garlic seems
perfectly reasonable! This broccoli dish won’t let you down.
6 cups broccoli (stems, florets, and leaves)
2 heads garlic, tops sliced off
olive oil
salt
pepper
2 tsp. Dijon mustard
1 Tbs. whole grain mustard
1/2 cup peeled blanched whole almonds
2 Tbs. lemon juice
Directions: Preheat oven to 350˚F. Place the garlic sliced sides up in
a small oven-safe dish. Drizzle with olive oil, and sprinkle with salt and
pepper. Cover with aluminum foil and bake for 1 hour 15 minutes. Remove
from oven and allow to cool. Turn the oven up to 425˚F.
Place the broccoli in a large mixing bowl and drizzle with olive oil and
sprinkle with salt and pepper. Toss to coat, and transfer to a large baking
sheet—use 2 if needed to avoid over-crowding. Roast in the oven for 35
minutes, tossing occasionally. Add the almonds to the baking sheet and
continue to cook another 10-12 minutes, until the broccoli is tender and the
almonds begin to turn golden. Transfer to a large bowl, and set aside.
Squeeze each clove of garlic from one of the heads into a medium bowl.
Add the mustards, lemon juice, and a pinch of salt and pepper, and stir to
combine. While whisking, pour in 5 tablespoons of olive oil. Taste and
adjust seasoning if needed. Pour the dressing over the roasted broccoli and
almonds, and toss well to coat. Squeeze the cloves of garlic from the remaining head of garlic, trying to keep them whole, and use them to garnish
the roasted broccoli. Serve immediately. Makes 4 servings.
Star Recommends: Lamborghini Trescone—This red IGT Umbria was
named for a traditional dance performed during the harvest. It is
a youthful wine and is produced in umbria, in the trasimeno lake
area, from Sangiovese, ciliegiolo and Merlot grapes. Spicy with
hints of red jam, licorice and chocolate.

Ginger Grapefruit Curd

yucatan-Style chicken, citrus, and onion Stew

Adapted from www.1010cookbooks.com.
Initially reducing the grapefruit juice by half will concentrate its flavor
and give the curd’s citrus taste more of a punch and a deeper color. You can
use regular sugar or honey here, but avoid brown sugar or maple syrup or the
curd will look muddy. In a pretty jar, this would make an excellent gift (if
you can bear to part with it!)
1 cup grapefruit juice, freshly squeezed, strained
5 Tbs. unsalted butter, at room temperature
1/2 cup granulated sugar (OR 1/4 cup honey)
2 large eggs, plus 2 large egg yolks, at room temperature
1/8 tsp. salt
1 Tbs. lemon juice, freshly squeezed, strained
1 Tbs. ginger juice (grate a chunk of ginger, then press it through a finemesh strainer)
Directions: In a small saucepan, simmer the grapefruit juice over
medium-high heat, reducing it to 1/2 cup. Allow to cool.
In a medium stainless steel bowl, cream the butter, then beat in the sugar
until fluffy and light. Add the egg yolks and beat to incorporate. Add the
eggs one at a time, beating well after each one. Stir in the salt, then while
continuing to stir, slowly pour in the grapefruit juice, lemon juice, and ginger
juice, pouring in just a bit at a time.
Rinse out the small saucepan from the grapefruit juice and fill it 1/3 full
of water. Bring to a boil, and use the stainless bowl as a double boiler, placing it on top of the boiling water. Heat, stirring constantly, while the sugar
or honey dissolves. Stir until the curd is 166˚F, or is thick enough to coat
your spoon, about 10 minutes. Remove from heat and allow to cool. It will
thicken considerably while it cools.
Transfer to a lidded container, and keep refrigerated for 1 week, or 1
month in the freezer. Serve cool or warmed up. Make 2 cups.
Star Recommends: Domaine Carneros by Tatittenger—Festive and
vibrant, but rich and complex, with bright aromas of fresh cherry
and lemon that lead to luscious flavors of raspberry, yeasty pear and
crisp mineral.

Adapted from www.saveur.com.
This stewed chicken is cooked in a delicately spiced and tangy sauce,
and is well worth the extra planning you’ll need to do to marinate the
chicken ahead of time.
1 Tbs. ground coriander
1 Tbs. dried oregano
1 Tbs. coarse salt
1 Tbs. black pepper
1 1/2 tsp. ground cumin
1/4 tsp. ground cloves
1/4 tsp. ground allspice
1/4 tsp. ground cinnamon
1 cup fresh orange juice
1 cup fresh grapefruit juice
3/4 cup fresh lime juice
4 cloves minced garlic, plus 20 whole cloves, peeled
2 chickens (3-4 lbs. each), cut into 8 pieces each
4 chiles, stems removed, preferably Anaheims
2 Tbs. canola oil
5 white onions, medium, halved and cut into 1/2-inch-thick slices
2 cups chicken stock, reduced sodium
warm tortillas, for serving
Directions: Combine the coriander, oregano, salt, pepper, cumin, cloves,
allspice, and cinnamon. In a large bowl, whisk together 1/2 of the spice mix
with the orange, grapefruit, and lime juices, and minced garlic. Add the
chicken pieces and toss well to coat. Cover in plastic wrap, and refrigerate
for at least 4 hours.
Heat a cast-iron skillet or grill over medium-high heat. Place the whole
cloves of garlic and the chiles in the skillet. Cook, turning occasionally, until
lightly charred on all sides, about 10 minutes for the garlic, and 25 minutes
for the chiles. Transfer to a dish and set aside to cool.
Remove chicken from the marinade and reserve marinade. Working
in batches, place in the hot skillet. Cook over medium-high heat for 8-10
minutes, turning once, until lightly charred on both sides. Transfer to a plate
and set aside.
Heat the canola oil in a large stock pot over medium heat. Add the
onions and the remaining spice mixture. Cook, about 15 minutes, stirring
occasionally, until soft. Add the chiles and garlic, and the chicken. Pour in
the reserved marinade and the chicken stock. Bring to a boil, then cover and
reduce heat to medium-low. Cook about 20 minutes, until the chicken is
cooked through. Uncover and cook another 15 minutes, until the liquid has
slightly reduced. Serve hot, with warm tortillas. Makes 8 servings.
Star Recommends: Clos Mont Olivet Varene Cotes du Rhone—
Seldom will you find a Côtes du Rhône with such a high percentage
of Syrah as this one. for us it’s a spicy, delicious cross-section of
the northern and southern rhone, in one perfect bottle. Peppery
cherry notes mix with plums and bitter chocolate.

Garlic Soup
Adapted from The French Menu Cookbook by Richard Olney.
Creamy and full-bodied, this soup is perfect ladled over chunks of dayold bread and drizzled with olive oil.
4 cups water
1 bay leaf
2 sage leaves
3/4 tsp. fresh thyme
12 medium cloves garlic, peeled and chopped
1 tsp. salt
2 eggs
1 1/2 oz. Parmesan cheese, grated
black pepper
1/4 cup olive oil, plus more for drizzling
4 slices day-old bread, torn into chunks
Directions: In a medium saucepan over high heat, bring the water to a
boil. Add the bay leaf, sage, thyme, garlic, and salt. Simmer gently for 40
minutes. Use a slotted spoon to remove the bay and sage leaves, and discard.
Taste the broth and add more salt if needed. Remove from heat.
Separate the yolk from one of the eggs, reserving the white for another use. In a medium bowl, whisk the yolk with the other egg, Parmesan
cheese, and pepper until creamy. While whisking, slowly drizzle in the
olive oil. While continuing to whisk, slowly (slowly!) add a large ladleful of
broth. Pour the contents of the bowl into the garlic broth and whisk continuously until it thickens to the consistency of cream.
Serve in bowls, ladled over the torn bread and drizzled with olive oil.
Makes 4 servings.
Star recommends: layer cake Primitivo—A balance of elegance and
power; inky black fruit, spice and white pepper, jammy black cherries, plums, blackberry fruit, truffles, tar, and espresso. Warm and
rich in the mouth with a creamy texture; the ripe fruit is well supported by the deep structure of the wine.

Drafty House? We can Help.
We can also take care of your Kitchen, Bath, Deck,
just about anything on your list.

Comfort . Safety . Efficiency . Appeal

“Thanks for being so easy
to work with while still
doing an exceptional job.”
- Randy B.

Reliable
Renovations

LLC

Eco-Friendly . Design . Remodeling . Repairs
We deliver Home Performance
with ENERGY STAR®

Schedule your Free Estimate Today
(608) 577-9120

www.ReliableMadison.com

@
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WHAT DO YOUR

CHIP gifts
accomplish?
They support
Community Shares of Wisconsin’s
services to our members —
and support our 61 member nonprofits.

T

❒✘

O
V

❒

The League of Women Voters
of Wisconsin Education Fund
has taken its Voter ID case to the
Wisconsin Supreme Court. The
case, to be heard in spring ‘14,
argues for the right of all qualified
citizens to be able to vote—without
unreasonable fees or burdens.

E

Community Shares “gave us
a lot of technical advice and
support when we became our
own 501c3 nonprofit, helping
us navigate all of the logistics.
So clearly our relationship with
CSW goes beyond getting only
financial donations,” said
Brian Juchems with Gay Straight Alliance for Safe
Schools (GSAFE).

“Being employed makes me
feel like I can function in the
real world again. It keeps my
mind focused on positive
things… so that I enjoy the
good things in life,” said
Sharon. Chrysalis helps Sharon
and many others with mental
illness find employment.

CHIP gifts are 1% of your bill,
or 10 cents on a $10 purchase.

Thank you!
Community CHIP is a program of Community Shares of Wisconsin—
your gift can be tax deductible.

Learn more at www.communityshares.com
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EO EVERYONE LOTION FOR EVERY MAN
What smells manlier than cedar and citrus? Don’t answer that.
Come and get this economically sized and priced lotion for the
masculine energy in your life. Available at West.
QET GETTING STARTED FACIAL SUITE KITS
Give local Qet a try with these complete kits. Available
in all three of the suites: Hydrating, Restoring, and Balancing. Makes a great gift or travel bag! Avaliable at West.
TERRY NATURALLY MESOGLYCAN
A source of glycosaminoglycans, which are necessary for
building blood vessels. This Wisconsin-based supplement company has made this supplement to support the cardiovascular
system. Available at West.
WHEtStonE WoodEnWArE
An Indiana-based woodenware company that uses
U.S.-grown hard maple. They make beautiful spoons,
rolling pins, biscuit cutters and so much more. Available
at East and West.
WIlly StrEEt co-oP VEGGIE HAlf SAndWIcH
Hummus, broccoli, red onions, lettuce and tomato. Available at East
and West.
WIlly StrEEt co-oP MEdItErrAnEAn SnAcK cuP
Garlic Lover’s Hummus, feta cheese, cucumbers and black, green and
Kalamata olives. Available at East and West.
WIlly StrEEt co-oP crEAM cHEESE
Available in blueberry, strawberry, and vegan blueberry. Available at
East and West.
WAllAby orGAnIc GrEEK yoGurt
Thick, creamy and authentically strained, the way Greek
yogurt should be. Completely organic and packed with protein. Available in low fat or no fat in 16 and 32 oz. containers. Available at East and West.
nAncy’S Soy yoGurt
Organic, non-dairy yogurts sweetened with agave syrup,
white grape juice or maple syrup. No cane sugar here. Five
delicious flavors to choose from in perfect 6 oz. containers:
plain, strawberry, vanilla, blueberry or blackberry. Available
at East and West.
MADHAVA BAKING MIXES
These new ancient whole grain baking mixes
are made from kamut, farro and spelt. Organic and
preservative-free. Try the Ooey-Gooey Chocolate
Brownies or the Super Yummy Yellow or Chocolate
Cake mixes. If weekend pancakes are more your style, check out their Flip
for Flapjacks mix. Available at East and West.

ARBORICULTURE BY
Po Waterdu
ISA/WAA Certified Arborist
WI-0429A

(608) 697-0693 (920) 296-3666
waterdutreecare.com
Call for our Free
Visual Tree Hazard Risk Assessment.
Ensure that your trees are
SAFE, healthy and beautiful.

Safety is Our 1st Priority!
Fully Insured
30 + Years Experience
Tree Removal
Shrub Care/Landscaping

TRAINED CLIMBER
(no trucks on lawns)
STERILIZED CUTTING
EQUIPMENT
PRUNING LESSONS
AVAILABLE
FLEXIBLE PAYMENT PLANS
DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE

Detailed Cleanup
Consulting
Tree Crown Cleaning
Health & Aesthetics
Pruning
Overgrown Yard
Restoration
Historic Tree Preservation
Lighting Protection
Systems
Cable & Bracing
Plant Amnesty
References upon Request

2014

Permaculture Design
Certificate Course
Led by Kate Heiber-Cobb and local and regional experts in permaculture and related fields, with many hands-on projects and tours.

Change of Address/Phone Number/
E-mail Address Form

ToPiCs CovereD
o

o
o
o

o

o

o

Permaculture Design &
Natural systems
soil Building & ecosystems
Foraging & Wild Crafting
Fungi–food, soil
& remediation
Water Harvesting,
Management &
remediation
Plant Guilds &
Forest Gardens
Natural Built environment

o
o

o

o

o

o
o

energy systems
invisible systems,
social Permaculture &
Community Building
Large & small scale
Permaculture
intensive Food systems
& Animals
Urban Permaculture
solutions
Biomimicry & Patterns
Participatory education

Moving or need to change your contact information? Please
fill out the relevant area(s) of this form and drop it off at the
Customer Service desk. You can also fill out one at Customer
Service, or e-mail the information to t.urich@willystreet.coop.
Accurate information helps us to continue sending you the Reader
and reach you with any important news, like product recalls. Thanks!
Name:
Owner number:
New address:

Held every other Saturday February
thru June in Madison.
Check the Madison Area Permaculture Guild’s
website for more info and to register (early
registration discount ends January 13):

http://madisonareapermacultureguild.org

MAPG_PDC AD_WillyStCoop_Jan2014.indd 1

New phone number:
New e-mail address:
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tHIS MontH’S
WEllnESS WEdnESdAy
IS JAnuAry 8tH
(We are closed
on January 1st.)

1st w e d n e

s

y ea
a
d

month

off

next month’s Wellness
Wednesday is february 5th

CATCH Healthy Habits
Volunteers Needed!
“On a community level, we can promote healthy environments that
make healthy choices easy for kids. I was happy to be a part of the
CATCH program that does just that.” - Chuck, CATCH Volunteer

CATCH Healthy Habits is an
evidence-based, nationally
recognized program, proven to
increase healthy behaviors in
children along with a positive
impact on the adult volunteers!
Teams of adults (prefer 50+) mentor
groups of kids in grades K-5

Coming up soon!
MSCR: Frank Allis Elementary
SIGN UP
TODAY!

Jan. 27 - Mar. 14, 2014
Mondays, 2:30-3:30 pm
Training Provided
Location: Madison Senior Center

CONTACT:

Laurie Bibo, CATCH Healthy Habits Program Coordinator,
Madison Senior Center, 608-267-8673 or lbibo@cityofmadison.com

